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Polypentenamer was sulfonated using a 1:1 complex of sulfur trioxide
and triethyl phosphate in chloroform.

Materials bearing from 1.9 to

19.1 mole percent sulfonate groups were prepared and isolated in the

form of sodium salts.

These materials were free from crosslinks origi-

nally but crosslinked upon aging unless stabilized with a free radical
scavenger such as hydroquinone.

The unsaturated linkages in these

materials were removed by hydrogenating with p-toluenesulfonyl hydrazide.
The hydrogenated derivatives were crystalline and no longer required a

stabilizer to inhibit crosslinking.

Both the unsaturated and hydrogen-

ated systems were hydrophilic.

Polypentenamers sulfonated over a range from 1.9 to 17.6 mole
percent and neutralized in the form of sodium salts were studied by

DSC and dynamic mechanical techniques.

The plot of Tg versus mole per-

cent sulfonation shows a significant deviation from typical copolymer Tg

behavior at a sulfonate concentration of roughly 10 mole percent.

The

dynamic mechanical spectra of these materials demonstrate an ionic phase
a relaxation which is present in samples sulfonated above 10 mole percent

v

.

vi

and absent in samples sulfonated
below this level.

These facts have

been interpreted as evidence for the
presence of ionic clusters above
a

critical ionic concentration of about

2

sulfonate groups per 100

backbone carbon atoms.
Hydrogenated, sulfonated polypentenamers
bearine from 2.9

t0

19.1

mole- percent sodium neutralized pendant
groups were studied by OSC,

dynamic mechanical, and dielectric methods.
distinct endotherms for all samples.

The DSC scans displav two

The lower temperature endotherm

arises from a room temperature annealing phenomenon.

It increases in

magnitude with increasing sulfonation, but displays no
temperature
dependence on sulfonate concentration.

The dynamic mechanical results

exhibit four relaxations in all samples labelled a,
order of decreasing temperature.

8,

y\

and y in

The a relaxation is composite in

origin but appears to arise partially from an ionic phase mechanism.
This is taken as evidence for the existence of ionic clusters in these

systems.

The

8

relaxation is related to the glass transition and its

position is strongly dependent on crys tallinity
display extremely large increases in
above 2.9 mole percent.

e

f

and tan

The dielectric results

.

5e

for samples sulfonated

Two relaxations labelled a and

S

are observable

dielectrically
Hynamic mechanical and dielectric properties of phosphonylated

polypentenamers in the form of methyl esters, acids, and cesium salts
were investigated at two level s of phosphonylation, 6.5 and 11.1 mole
percent.

labelled

In the unhydrogenated derivatives, one principal relaxation,
8>

is observed mechanically.

This relaxation arises from the

microbrownian segmental motion accompanying the glass transition.

Its

vii

temperature is substantially affected by
the substituent concentration

while its breadth is affected bv the
chemical nature of the substituent.
An extended "rubbery plateau" region
is found in the acid and salt derivatives.

The dielectric results generally
reinforce the mechanical

assignments.
Three relaxations, labelled

«,

and y in order of decreasing tem-

8,

perature, occur mechanically in the hvdrogenated
derivatives.

sitions and magnitudes of the a and

8

relaxations depend greatly on

the chemical nature of the substituents

,

the concentration of substituent

groups, and the thermal history of the samples.

dependent of these variables.

The po-

The y relaxation is in-

Assignments for the relaxations observed

have been suggested on the basis of the dual glass transition theory of

Boyer for semi-crystalline polymers.

The dielectric results are con-

sistent with the proposed mechanical assignments.
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I

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Introduction

The introduction of

e thy lene-metal

methacrylate random copolymers

by the Dupont Company in 196A 1 under the trade name
Surlyn

©

mar ked the

birth of a new class of ion-containing polymers called
ionomers.

These

original ionomers were true thermoplastics which exhibited high
transparency, toughness, flexibility, adhesion, and oil resistance.

Their

unique combination of properties generated great scientific and commercial interest and spawned the development of many analogous systems.
As a result the term "ionomer" today refers to any of a large variety of

thermoplastics containing ionizable pendant groups usually, though not
exclusively, on a hydrocarbon backbone.

The range of backbones employed

has included polyethylene, 2 polystyrene, 3 polybutadiene,^ polyoxy-

methylene,^ polypentenamer , ^ polysulf one, ^ polytetraf luroethylene, ^ and
ethylene-propylene copolymers^ to which carboxylate, sulfonate, phosphonate and thioglycolate anionic pendant groups or ammonium cationic pendant

groups have been attached.

The properties exhibited by these systems

have been as diverse as the backbones and pendant groups, yet certain

underlying principles governing the structure-property relationships
have slowly emerged.

Books by Holliday 10 and by Eisenberg and King 11

have presented and reviewed the large body of published studies which
have examined these structure-property relationships, and have suc-

cessfully brought into focus the many areas where questions remain to be

2

answered.
The center of controversy is the concept
of ion clustering.

When

ions are dispersed in a polymer matrix
of low dielectric constant, the

formation of ion pairs and higher multiplets is
to be expected on

theoretical grounds 12 and has been demonstrated
experimentally. 13 " 16

While the existence of such multiplets is generally
accepted, the or-

ganization and size of the multiplets is

a

matter of concern.

It has

been suggested that the ions can aggregate into clusters of
greater size
than a simple multiplet incorporating both ionic and non-ionic
material
and displaying properties indicative of a new phase.

Attempts to verify

this supermolecular structure experimentally have suffered from conflicts
in both the interpretation and the analysis of data.

Additionally some

evidence has suggested that cluster formation depends on the concentration of ionizable pendant groups, a variable which has not always been

considered.

These drawbacks coupled with the diversity of clustering

models proposed have resulted in the inability to resolve the question
of clustering unambiguously.

The overwhelming trend of the evidence

however, suggests that at least in the proper ranges of concentration
and temperature, some type of clustering is present. 11

While the existence of ionic clusters under the proper conditions
is now generally accepted,

the nature of these clusters and the

variables which regulate their formation are not well defined.

Factors

such as pendant group type, pendant group concentration, and backbone type

have not been adequately examined with regard to their respective roles
in the phenomenon of clustering.

The shortage of reliable data con-

cerning these particular variables stems largely from the inability

tc

3

vary the nature and concentration of the
pendant groups without severely
altering the backbone, since most ionomer
systems are prepared via
free radical copolymerizations.

By preparing ionomers through
the post-

polymerization addition of ionizable pendant
groups to a common precursor however, it is possible to vary the nature
and concentration of
the pendant groups without varying the polymer
backbone.

Using this

experimental approach, the study presented here examines
the relative
effects of sulfonate and phosphonate groups on the
physical properties
of modified polypentenamers

form clusters.

,

with special interest in their ability to

These ion-containing elastomers are characterized by

thermal, dynamic mechanical, and dielectric relaxation techniques.

The

sulfonated and phosphonylated polypentenamers have also been hydrogenated
to yield materials equivalent to linear polyethylene with pendant ioniz-

able groups, allowing the additional complication of backbone crystallini
ty to be investigated.

To put this study into proper perspective, a review of those in-

vestigations relevant to the present work ensues.

A summary of the

experimental and theoretical evidence concerning ionomer morphology is
presented, followed by comprehensive surveys of the work done of elastomeric ionomers and on ethylene-based ionomers.

Finally the previous

studies conducted on polypentenamer systems in this laboratory are reviewed.

Ionomer Morphology

The investigation of ionomers has been conducted with an array of

experimental techniques.

While many of these have examined macroscopic

4

properties and interpreted the results in terms
of microscopic structure,
others have attempted to look at this microscopic
structure more directly.

It is on the basis of these latter types
of studies that several

models for ionomer morphology have been proposed.

In the discussion

which follows, the experimental and theoretical work
concerned with
ionomer morphology will be reviewed.

This work serves as the foundation

upon which the physical behavior of ionomer systems

X-ray sca ttering .

is

interpreted.

The study of ionomers by small angle x-ray scattering

(SAXS) provides the most persuasive evidence for the existence of

clusters, but even this data is ambiguous, due primarily to the con-

flicting methods by which it can be analyzed and interpreted.

This is

best demonstrated by the studies conducted on ethylene ionomers.
The major difference between the scattering curves of the ethylene

ionomers and those of their parent acid copolymers is the presence of
a new

peak in the range 2°<29<4° for the ionomers. 17 " 20

This low angle

peak is seen regardless of the cation and persists to temperatures as
high as 300°C.

The intensity of the peak increases with acid content,

even if the ion content is unchanged.
of water,

It also increases with low levels

though saturating the sample with water destroys the ionomer

peak.
A variety of methods have been employed to analyze the SAXS data

resulting in a diversity of conclusions regarding the state of ionic
aggregation.

Based on the assumption that the peak arises from inter-

particle interference scattering, Marx et al.

Kroon 21 both employed the equation

and Binsbergen and

5

= KX/ 2 sin

d

to interpret the SAXS results.

quantity roughly equal to

9

(1)

In this equation K is a dimensionless

but its true value is dependent on
the

1,

actual scattering situation.

Assuming K =

1,

Binsbergen and Kroon

suggested that the ionomer peak results from a
favored separation between scattering sites where the scattering sites
are ionic multiplets

containing

5

to 11 carboxyl groups per multiplet.

Similarly, Marx

et al. proposed the same type of structure but, using a
value of 0.77

for K determined that the state of aggregation varied from dimer
to tetra-

mer over a concentration range of

5

to 18 weight percent methacrylic acid

units.

Roe

and Kao et__al.

^J

both determined the radial distribution func-

tions (RDF) of a starting acid copolymer and its cesium salt through

Fourier transformations of the angular dependencies of the scattered
intensities.

The differences in the RDF

1

s

of the salt and acid forms

were then taken to represent the contributions of the cesium atoms to
the interference scatterings.

By this technique Roe concluded that

there was no evidence for the formation of clusters of ionic groups
15$ or smaller in size,

formation.

though there was strong evidence for diner

The data used by Roe in calculating the RDF's did not in-

clude the small angle region containing the ionomer peak.

Kao

et^

al .

demonstrated that this is a serious drawback and found that when the
small angle region was taken into consideration, the RDF treatment ino

dicated a preferred separation of cesium atoms in the 4-10A range.
cause this separation is inconsistent with

a

Be-

uniform distribution, it

6

was taken as evidence for ionic cluster
formation.

Attempts to fit a

hard sphere cluster model to the
experimental RDF however, proved

unsuccessful.

MacKnight, Taggart and Stein 24 used both
RDF calculations and the

Guinier approximation for intraparticle
interference scattering in
devising a new model for ion clustering.

The two approaches suggest the

existence of ionic clusters having an average
radius of 8-10A and containing 70 ions surrounded by a shell of hydrocarbon
25
material.
to the

coordination tendencies of the metal ions,

charge imbalance exists within the clusters.

a

Due

propensity for

This results in an electro-

static potential which attracts isolated ions in the polymer matrix
to-

ward the cluster.

A preferred distance between the cluster and the

matrix ions results, which then accounts for the ionic peak seen for
all of the ethylene ionomers studied.

While the SAXS data for ethylene ionomers is fairly consistent at
all concentrations and for all cations, such is not the case in other

systems studied.

Eisenberg and Navratil

neutralized, styrene-based ionomers,

a

96 97
*

observed that in cesium

Bragg repeat distance of ca. 60A

was observed in those samples bearing more than

ionizable comonomer, while those samples bearing

mole percent of the

6

a

smaller concentration
o

of the ionizable groups displayed Bragg spacings of only 19A.

For

lithium and sodium neutralized derivatives, no Bragg spacings greater than
20% were observed at any concentration of ionizable groups.

Marx

jst

Similarly

al. 20 observed Bragg spacings of 20-25$ for sodium neutralized

butadiene-based ionomers at all concentrations of the ionizable groups
studied.

7

In a study of low molecular weight,
carboxy terminated butadienes,

Pineri et al.15 observed . Bragg gpacing
q£

neutralized derivatives.

^^^

They concluded that the total
volume fraction

of clusters is proportional to the
degree of neutralization and that

above 15% ionization, both the cluster size
and the cluster separation

remain constant.

Electron microscopy.

The high degree of clarity found in
ethylene

ionomers relative to the parent polyethylene is believed
to result from
the loss of spherulite formation.

Electron microscopy studies on

a

series of ethylene-methacrylic acid copolymers and their
neutralized

derivatives carried out by Davis, Longworth, and Vaughan 28 demonstrate
this fact.

The existence of spherulites in the acid copolymers is very

evident from surface studies, while the surface of the ionomer displays

only a random, grainy morphology with no indication of spherulites.

When thin films of the acid copolymers are examined, the spherulite
structure is very distinguishable at low concentrations of the acid
group and remains observable even at

6

mole percent methacrylic acid.

The ionomer films, on the other hand, display spherulite boundaries
and random ribbons of lamellae along with some sort of agglomeration at
low levels of the ionic groups, but at higher levels of the neutralized

comonomer no spherulite structure at all can be observed, only the
aggregates of ionic material are readily detectable.

The irregular,

granular structure of these neutralized derivatives display ionic grains
roughly 150A in diameter.

A similar granular morphology was observed by

Phillips 29 in his investigation of ethylene-phosphonic acid ionomers.

8

Marx et al. 30 carried out electron
microscopy studies on butadienemethacrylic acid ionomers which had been
stained with osmium tetroxide.

Heterogeneities were readily observed, but all
samples displayed two
periodicities.
o

The diameters of these heterogeneities
were about 25A

and 13A #

Pineri, Meyer, and Bourret 31 examined

a

butadiene-styrene-4 vinyl

pyridine terpolymer complexed with FeCl using electron
microscopy.
3
A heterogeneous distribution of iron rich regions
varying in size from
100 to 1000X was detected at all levels of iron content.

Neutron scattering and MBssbauer spectroscopy .

Pineri and Meyer 32 " 3

**

have made the initial attempts at employing neutron scattering and
Mtfssbauer spectroscopy for the study of ionomers and have obtained

results which complement each other well.

Through the combination of

neutron and small angle x-ray scattering, Pineri and coworkers proposed
that clusters exist in a distribution of sizes, with over 80% of the

clusters having a radius smaller than 30A.

The average cluster radius,
o

calculated on the basis of the best fit of the data, is 10A.

These re-

sults are consistent with the Mossbauer studies of butadiene-styrene-4

vinyl pyridine terpolymer complexed with FeCl^ where it was determined
that the iron is present in three types of environments.
(1)

These are:

dimers, which account for roughly 20% of the iron present;

(2)

quasi-

isolated complexes, which contain an additional 20% of the iron and
(3)

clusters, which incorporate up to 60% of the iron.

It was determined

that 90% of the clusters have a radius of less than 30&.

Cluster theory.

As a result of the strong evidence supporting the

9

existence of ionic dusters, Eisenber 35
proposed .
g
theory for the formation of these structures.
the association of ionic multiplets.

^

The theory is based upon

It is assumed that the

multiples

have a spherical geometry and that successive
ionic groups along the

polymer chain are not incorporated into the same
multiplet.

Tt can then

be demonstrated on the basis of steric arguments
that an upper limit

exists for the size of these multiplets and that they would
be coated

with a shell of hydrocarbon material.

Two counteracting forces are

then considered with regard to the energetics of clustering.

Working

for the association of multiplets is the release of electrostatic

energy which would result.

The amount of such energy depends on the

cluster geometry and the dielectric constant of the hydrocarbon medium.

Working against cluster formation however, is the elastic restoring
force which accompanies the stretching of a polymer chain.

The calcu-

lation of this term is based on rubber elasticity theory and depends on
the change in distance between multiplets in going from the unclustered
to the clustered case.

In order to combine these two opposing forces in

a form which could produce useful information,

it was assumed that there

exists some critical temperature, T c , at which the elastic force and
the electrostatic force just balance one another and above which cluster

formation would be unfavorable.

This assumption is based on the fact

that the elastic restoring force calculated from rubber elasticity theory
is

directly proportional to temperature while the electrostatic force of

attraction has only a slight temperature dependence.
The theory neglects many factors, simplifies others, and is bar
on some assumptions which may not be valid, but it does provide the

10

initial theoretical proof that cluster
formation is energetically
possible.

One major conclusion of this theory
is that below some

critical concentration of ionic groups,
cluster formation

is unfavorable,

since the electrostatic interaction between
multiplets decreases as the

distance between multiplets increases.

Experimental evidence for the

existence of such a critical concentration has
been cited for poly-

styrene 26 ' 36 and polyethyl acrylate-based 37 systems.

Elastomeric Ionomers

When ionic groups are appended to rubber-forming polymers,
timedependent crosslinks occur. 11

This phenomenon has been examined in

various butadiene-based systems by both transient and dynamic visco-

elastic experiments.

The effect of polar pendant groups on the glass

transition temperatures of elastomeric materials has also been investigated.

To date such studies have not resolved the conflict con-

cerning the existence of ionic clusters in these systems, though in some

instances the evidence supporting the cluster concept is quite strong.

Transient viscoelastic experiments

.

The mechanical properties of

various divalent salts of butadiene-acrylic acid and butadiene-methacrylic
acid copolymers were investigated by Cooper 3
creep in such systems was high.

**

who found that the rate of

Moreover the rate was higher for those

ionomers neutralized with Zn or Pb than for those containing Mg or Ca.
Stress relaxation studies on these same systems indicated that the rate
of relaxation was very temperature dependent.

In spite of the high

rates of creep and stress relaxation however, these systems displayed

.

.

11

little permanent set.

Subsequent studies by Cuneen et al 39
on metal

oxide cured, carboxylated natural rubber and
by other workers on various

metal oxide vulcanizates of carboxyl containing
rubbers 40 -^ yielded
confirming evidence of this behavior.

In addition all samples studied

were found to have high values of ultimate
elongation and high tensile
strengths

Cooper proposed a chemical mechanism to explain
the behavior of
these materials.

According to this concept, interchange reactions

take place between the ionic multiplets or associations
which constitute
the crosslinks.

Such action relieves local stresses and reforms the

network in a more relaxed state.

If the materials are crosslinked

exclusively through ionic multiplets as assumed by Cooper however,
interchange reactions of this type would lead to

a

high level of per-

manent set which is contrary to the behavior observed experimentally.
Halpin and Bueche 40 have suggested that the difference in properties
exhibited by butadiene-acrylonitrile-methacrylic acid terpolymers vulcanized with sulfur compared to those vulcanized with zinc oxide results
from an increased Tg in the zinc oxide vulcanizate relative to the

sulfur vulcanizate and a sparse network of chemical crosslinks.

Subse-

quent study by Tobolsky 4 ^ however, has demonstrated that the Tg's of
the two forms do not differ significantly which undercuts the Halpin-

Bueche explanation.

Otocka and Eirich 43 44 returned to the chemical exchange mechanism
*

to explain the modulus-temperature curves and stress relaxation results

for three butadiene-methacry lie acid copolymers neutralized with lithium

and three quarternized copolymers of butadiene and 2-methy 1-5- vinyl pyridi

12

The modulus-temperature curves all
display well defined rubbery-plateaus
in the region of 10* dynes/cm.

2

The height of the plateau
increases as

the ion concentration is increased.

The modulus shows a drop from the

plateau level at a temperature of about 20°C.
for all three of the

quarternized materials.

This is the same temperature at which
the

DSC curves display an irregularity.

The stress relaxation results lead

to shift factors of the WLF type for both the
lithium neutralized and

methyl quarternized materials, but for the latter system
the shift
factors give rise to two segments of WLF curves whose
areas are joined

near 20°C.

This behavior resembles that displayed by block
copolymers

in which the two phases have significantly different Tg's.

Eirich have defined this overall behavior as evidence for
tion in these systems.

Otocka and
a new

transi-

They suggest that the mechanism which causes

this relaxation is the migration of ion pairs from ion quadrupolar

crosslinks, which closely resembles the mechanism proposed by Cooper.
The comparison of sulfur vulcanizates versus zinc oxide vulcanizates
of butadiene-acrylonitrile-methacrylic acid terpolymers was furthered

by Tobolsky, Lyon and Hata.^ 2

This group observed that unlike the

sulfur vulcanized materials, the zinc salt complexes display no true

rubbery plateau.

Instead the moduli of the zinc salt materials de-

crease slowly as a function of temperature over a range from

0°

to 150°C.

Selective solvation with ionic plasticizers lowers the pseudo-equilibrium

plateau by

a

factor of

significantly.

3

while not altering the primary transition

Stress relaxation experiments demonstrate that the

stress decay is continuous and essentially uniform over the entire

temperature span of 0° to 150°C.

Such behavior has been interpreted by
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Tobolsky et al. as evidence that the relaxations
involving the ionic
groups are spread out over this entire
temperature span.

They have pro-

posed that the presence of ionic clusters in
these materials accounts
for the high strength of the carboxylic rubbers
by acting both as time-

dependent crosslinks and reinforcing fillers.
Stress relaxation experiments conducted by Meyer
and Pineri 45 on

butadiene-styrene-4 vinyl pyridine terpolymer elastomers
demonstrate
unusual shift factor relationships.

For temperatures below 20°C. the

shift factors obey a WLF relationship, but above 20°C. the experimental
shift factors obey Arrhenius behavior and yield an activation energy
of
28 kcal.

This behavior has been interpreted as due to the presence of

two relaxations, a typical glass transition diffusion process which

yields the relaxation obeying the WLF relationship and a relaxation,

dominated by the breaking of high energy crosslinks, which follows the
Arrhenius law.

This second relaxation process is related by Meyer and

Pineri to the presence of clusters in these materials.

Dynamic mechanical experiments .

Pineri and coworkers* 5 45 have examined
*

neutralized butadiene-methacrylic acid copolymers and quarternized
butadiene-s tyrene-4 vinyl pyridine terpolymers by dynamic mechanical
For the parent butadiene-methacrylic acid materials, free-

techniques.

oscillation torsion pendulum results display three relaxations labelled
a

(270°K #

),

8

(215°K.) and y (1A0°K.).

The

8

peak is related to the Tg

of the hydrocarbon material while a is related to hydrogen bonded COOH

dimers.

A two phase model was suggested for these materials where one

phase is essentially free of carboxylic acid groups while the other

.
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large concentration of such groups linked
as dimers.

In the copper and

zinc neutralized derivatives, the a peak
disappears and is replaced by
an a' peak at 340°K.

This a' peak has been interpreted
as resulting

from the breaking and partial reforming of
ionic bonds.

Pineri et al

associate it with the presence of ionic clusters
in these materials.

Meyer and Pineri 45 have reported that in
butadiene-styrene-4 vinyl
pyridine terpolymers, complexation with a small concentration
of
nickel chloride yields a AW/W plot with three relaxation
regions while

complexation with higher concentrations results in just two relaxations.

The low temperature relaxation at 217°K. is present in all of
the

materials studied and correlates with the glass transition.

The peak

at intermediate temperatures (280°K.) is present only in lightly com-

plexed samples and reflects the breakdown of crosslinks due to isolated
complexes.

The breaking of crosslinks resulting from clustered complexes

yields the high temperature peak at 350°K.

Measurement of the tensile storage,

F

f

and loss, E" moduli as a

function of temperature on sulfonated EPDM materials was carried out
by Neumann, MacKnight, and Lundberg.^

6

percent norbornyl sulfonate groups.

Dielectric measurements on the

The EPDM contained 1.5 mole

magnesium neutralized derivative revealed the presence of an ionic
phase relaxation which is observable only when water is present in the
system.

No ionic phase relaxation was detected mechanically, but polar

diluents were observed to have no effect on the dynamic mechanically

observed glass transition.

This was suggested as evidence that polar

diluents are attracted to and reside in phase-separated ionic domains.
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Glass transition behavior

.

The dependence of glass transition
tempera-

ture on ion concentration was examined by
Otocka and Eirich 43 for

butadiene-methacrylic acid copolymers neutralized
with lithium and
for butadiene-methyl

(

2-me thy 1-5- vinyl) pyridinium iodide
copolymers.

They found that for both systems Tg increases
linearly with the concentration of ionic groups, with the pyridinium
salts displaying

effect than the lithium salts.

a

stronger

It was postulated that the ions act

as crosslinks and increase Tg by that mechanism.

When the degree of neutralization or complex formation
the Tg remains invariant.

is

increased,

This was demonstrated by Pineri and coworkers

for two different systems. 15 * 45

When butadiene-methacrylic acid co-

polymers are neutralized with copper or zinc, no change in Tg is observed as the degree of neutralization is increased.

Likewise in

butadiene-styrene-A vinyl pyridine terpolymers complexed with nickel
chloride, no change in Tg is recorded as the degree of complexation
is raised.

This would appear to contradict the proposal made by Otocka

and Eirich that Tg increases as a function of ion concentration due to a

crosslinking effect, because the number of ionic crosslinks would be
expected to increase as the degree of neutralization or complexation is
raised.
The effect of polar diluents on Tg has been discussed by Tobolsky
et

al.^

and by Neumann et al«

In both cases evidence exists for the

presence of ionic clusters and in both cases the glass transition temperature is seen to be unaffected by the presence of polar diluents.
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Ethylene-based Ionomers
The interesting properties exhibited by
the ethylene ionomers have

made them the most extensively studied
family of ion-containing polymers.
These materials are generally prepared by
neutralizing ethylene-methacrylic
acid or ethylene-acrylic acid copolymers,
though ionomers derived from

ethylene-phosphonic acid copolymers 47 have also been
investigated.

Many

of the properties displayed by these systems
result from the complex

interrelationship which exists between backbone crys tallinity
and ionic
aggregation.

Mechanical and dielectric investigations of these materials

have examined this relationship as is discussed below.

Mechanical properties

.

Modulus-temperature curves for

a

variety of

ethylene-based ionomers have been prepared by both transient 48 and
dynamic 18 * 49 * 50 techniques.

The results have generally been consistent

in spite of variations in the concentration and type of ion-bearing

group examined.

In these systems, unlike non-crystallizable ionomer

systems, the low temperature modulus decreases with increasing ion

content and the extent of this decrease
than in their annealed counterparts.

is

greater in quenched samples

This is assumed to be the mechanical

response to the loss of spherulitic structure in such systems.

For

moduli between 10 10 and 10 9 dynes/cm.^, there are two temperature regions

where the moduli have been observed to drop quite rapidly.

These tem-

perature regions, centered around -20 and +50°C. are associated with

relaxation mechanisms which will be examined more closely later in this
discussion.

In the temperature range +40 to +80°C.

the moduli of these
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ethylene ionomers are observed to increase
with increasing ion content.
This is demonstrative of the fact that
ionic aggregation is contributing

significantly to the mechanical properties of
such materials at these
temperatures.

Variation in cation type, from monovalent
to divalent, is

not observed to have an appreciable effect
on the modulus-temperature

behavior of these systems.

The total concentration of ionizable
groups

is found to be much more important than the type
of cation.

Stress relaxation studies on the sodium and calcium
salts of

ethylene-methacrylic acid copolymers were conducted by Hard and
Tobolsky.

When these studies were carried out at

a

series of tem-

peratures ranging from -55 to +85°C. it was found that the individual
stress relaxation curves could be superimposed to yield

a

master curve

reasonably well, but the shift factors did not obey the WLF type of
relationship.

It was evident that more than one type of relaxation

mechanism is at work in these systems.

Among the trends seen in these

investigations are the facts that increased incorporation of ions causes
a rise in modulus, but annealing is necessary to attain the maximum

possible value; cations at the same concentration produce similar effects,
irregardless of the valence, and the higher the degree of neutralization,
the higher the initial modulus and the faster the rate of stress relax-

ation is.

Dynamic mechanical studies on ethylene-methacrylic acid and ethyleneacrylic acid based ionomers have been carried out by MacKnight, McKenna,
and Read,

^

Longworth and Vaughan,-^ and Otocka and Kwei.^

All three

groups observed four relaxation regions for these systems, which are
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generally labelled

a,

g»

,

g.

and y
ana
a
order «f
of decreasing
y in ni-rW
temperature.

The high temperature a peak which
occurs around 50°C. is observed
to move to higher temperatures and
increase in magnitude with increasing

degrees of neutralization.

This peak has been assigned to
motion

involving relatively large backbone segments
and is thought to reflect
the dissociation of salt groups.

The

8'

peak appears around +20°C. and

decreases in intensity as the ion content is
raised, but it stays at
constant temperature.

a

This relaxation is believed to result from
micro-

brownian motion of segments containing hydrogen-bonded
carboxylic acid
groups which have not been neutralized.

reinforced by IR studies. 51

The

8

This assignment has been

peak is found around -10°C. and its

behavior as a function of changing ion content is
controversy.

a

matter of mild

Longworth and Vaughan observed a significant increase in

magnitude and slight decrease in temperature of the

8

peak with increasing

ion content, while Otocka and Kwei saw exactly opposite behavior.

MacKnight

et_

al . looked at only one parent material but altered the

degree of neutralization.

In their study the

8

peak increased in magni-

tude but displayed no change in temperature with increasing ionization.

The peak has been assigned to the glass transition of amorphous poly-

ethylene material not involved in ionic aggregation.

MacKnight

et_

al .

and Longworth and Vaughan have both suggested that the behavior of the
8

relaxation reflects the presence of ionic clusters in these systems.

Otocka and Kwei on the other hand, cite the increase in Tg with increasing ion concentration as evidence for a uniform distribution of ionic

material.

Unfortunately little attention has been given to the various

thermal histories employed in the preparation of samples for the three
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separate studies.

Recent work on hydrogenated
polypentenamers^, 53 has

demonstrated the profound effect crystallinity
has on the temperature
at which the amorphous phase

systems.

B

relaxation occurs in polyethylene-based

As a result it seems likely that
changes in thermal history

are dictating the apparent conflicts in T
p

behavior.

The y peak, which

occurs around -120*C. is due to the same mechanism
responsible for the
y relaxation in unsubstituted polyethylene.

55

Dynamic mechanical studies on low density polyethylene
bearing
pendant phosphonic acid groups were carried out by Phillips,
Emerson,
and MacKnight. 56

At a concentration of 7.4 phosphonic acid groups per

100 backbone carbon atoms, a relaxation labelled a' occurs around 50°C.
in these materials.

This was postulated to result from motion occurring

within clusters of hydrogen-bonded phosphonic acid groups.

A similar

study on neutralized ethylene-phosphonic acid copolymers carried out by

Emerson^ displayed no evidence for microphase separated domains.

The

materials studied by Emerson however, had a much lower level of sub-

stitution which might account for the failure to detect clustering.

Dielectric properties .

Neutralized ethylene-methacry lie acid copolymers

have been examined using dielectric relaxation techniques by Read et al
and by Phillips and MacKnight.-^

.

These materials display three dielec-

tric relaxations labelled a, 8, and y in order of decreasing temperature
The a peak reflects motion within the ionic aggregates.

It increases

in magnitude and temperature as the degree of ionization increases but

shifts to lower temperatures in the presence of water.

Water also

leads to a new peak at -40°C. in the dielectric loss tangent curves
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for these materials.

The

3

relaxation is identified as resulting

from the glass transition of the amorphous
polyethylene phase.

It is

assumed to be dielectrically active due to
the presence of carboxvl
groups along the chain.

The y peak is similar to that
encountered in

unsubstituted polyethylene and is assigned to be
similar in origin.
Polypentenamer Studies

Polypentenamer is a highly unsaturated, rubbery material
prepared
by a metathesis reaction from cyclopentene.

It can be synthesized to

contain predominantly cis double bonds, predominantly trans
double
bonds, or some intermediate ratio of the two; 60 * 61 but in all
cases the

number of vinyl side groups is low, usually less than one per 100
double bonds.

As a result the polypentenamer, being essentially a

linear polymer with numerous potential reaction sites, is an excellent

precursor for a study of the effects of various ionic pendant groups
on cluster formation.

Such an undertaking has been initiated in this

laboratory involving significant efforts both in synthesis and property

characterization.

A review of the work leading to the investigation

reported in this dissertation is compiled here.

Synthesis .

The reaction which has literally formed the "backbone

11

of

many of the polypentenamer-based materials has been the homogeneous,

noncatalytic hydrogenation of the polypentenamer precursor.
is

A diimide

formed by the thermal decomposition of p-toluenesulf onyl hydrazide

(TSH) and this diimide hydrogenates the unsaturated linkages with the

release of nitrogen gas.

The p-toluenesulf inic acid formed during the
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decomposition step precipitates out of the
p-xvlene solution generally
employed for this reaction, making product isolation
convenient.

This

reaction was first employed to hydrogenate
highly-unsaturated polymers
by Mango and Lenz 62 but was applied to the
polypentenamer by Sanui,

MacKnight and Lenz. 6 3

Complete hydrogenation was achieved and no
trace

of sulfur was detected in the final product,

indicating an apparent

absence of side reactions*

Pendant formyl (-CHO)

,

aldoxime (-CH-NOH), and nitrile (-CN) groups

were attached to the polypentenamer using

a

rhodium complex catalyzed

hydroformylation reaction and carrying out subsequent reactions on this
product.

6*

The cyano substituted material was hydrogenated via the

diimide reaction.

This hydrogenation required initial reaction with

2,4,6-triisopropylbenzenesulfonyl hydrazide and subsequent hydrogenation
with TSH to bring about complete saturation.

Materials bearing up to

20 mole percent nitrile groups were prepared in this manner.

Ion-containing polypentenamers and their hvdrogenated derivatives
were first prepared by the addition of thioglycolate groups to the

polypentenamer by Sanui et al.^

The reaction was achieved by the free

radical catalyzed addition of methyl thioglycolate to polypentenamer.
This methyl ester could then be converted either to the carboxylic acid
or desired salts.

Once again the residual unsaturation in the modified

material was removed by the TSH hydrogenation reaction.

Materials

bearing up to 9.2 mole percent thioglycolate groups were prepared.
More importantly the materials were prepared using reaction conditions

which avoided backbone modification by chain scission or crosslinking.
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The preparation of phosphonylated
polypentenamers was accomplished
by Azuma and MacKnight."

This was again CQnducted under
conditions

which precluded backbone degradation.

The phosphonylation reaction

involved the free radical catalyzed addition
of dimethyl phosphite
across the C=C linkages.

Methyl esters, acids, and cesium salts
were

prepared in concentrations up to 20 mole percent.

The residual

unsaturation was again removed by the TSH hydrogenation.
Dynamic mechanical studies.

Sanui et al. conducted dynamic mechanical

studies on an 82% trans polypentenamer and several hydrogenated
derivatives
a

while Earnest and MacKnight 53 carried out

polypentenamer which contained 97% cis bonds.

three relaxations labelled a,

perature.

S,

a

similar study using

Both systems displayed

and y in order of decreasing tem-

The a relaxation occurs only in crystalline derivatives.

the high trans material at low levels of hydrogenation, the

ct

In

peak results

from the melting of trans double bond-containing crystals, while in the
high cis materials of intermediate degrees of hydrogenation, it results
from the melting of small, imperfect polyethylene crystallites.

For

both the high cis and high trans materials at high levels of hydrogenation, the a relaxation results from

a

composite mechanism involving

intracrystalline motion and interlamellar slip.-^

The

g

relaxation

arises from the microbrownian segmental motion accompanying the glass

transition.

The y relaxation is absent at low levels of hydrogenation

for the high cis polypentenamer but is present at all levels of hydro-

genation for the high trans material.

It is composite in nature,

arising from a crankshaft motion in the amorphous phase^ and motion at
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chain end defects in the crystal phase. 67 68
*

The behavior of the glass transition
temperature as a function of

crystallinity was the most significant finding
of these two studies.
the high trans polypentenamers,

For

the Tg increases linearly with
increasing

crystallinity, clearly demonstrating that the
glass transition in semicrystalline polymers can be dramatically affected
by the presence of the
crystalline phase.

For the high cis polypentenamers, the
Tg again re-

sponds dramatically to changes in crystallinity, but
in this case the

response is a sigmoidal increase in Tg.

This difference in the Tg

behavior has been explained by Earnest and MacKnight

to be due to the

fact that the trans bonds can be accommodated in the polyethylene

crystals while the cis bonds cannot.

They suggest that the two phase

model is an adequate representation of polymer behavior only in the case

when the "amorphous phase" is of

a sufficiently different structure from

the "crystalline phase" that it cannot crystallize under any circum-

stances

.

The study of cyano substituted polypentenamers by Neumann, Sanui,
and MacKnight found one mechanical relaxation in the unsaturated ma-

terials and three relaxations in the hydrogenated derivatives.

The re-

laxation in the unhydrogenated system is due to the glass transition and
is labelled 6.

The relaxations for the hydrogenated materials are

lavelled a, 8, and y in order of decreasing temperature, and are assigned
to the same mechanisms as their counterparts in the unsubstituted

,

hydro-

genated polypentenamers.
Dynamic mechanical studies on the methyl esters, acids, and sodium
salts of thioglycolate substituted polypentenamers were conducted by

,
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Sanui and MacKnight.™

Materials bearing 5.5 and 9.2
mole percent

thioglycolate groups were investigated.
detected in these materials is labelled

The principal relaxation
8

and is associated with the

microbrownian segmental motion accompanying
the glass transition.
temperature of this

B

The

peak is found to increase as the
pendant group

concentration increases, but it is relatively
unaffected by the chemical
nature of the substituent.

The acid and salt derivatives both
display

extended "rubbery plateau" regions.

For the 9.2 mole percent substi-

tuted salt, Sanui and MacKnight observed that the
salt groups act as re-

inforcing fillers.

They interpreted this as being consistent with
the

ionic clustering concepts

The ester, acid and sodium salt derivatives of the hydrogenated

thioglycolate-substituted polypentenamers display three relaxations
labelled a,

B,

and y in order of decreasing temperature.

These relax-

ations have been assigned to the same mechanisms as their counterparts
in both the unsubstituted, hydrogenated polypentenamers and the cyano

substituted, hydrogenated polypentenamers.

Tn the 9.2 mole percent

sodium salt however, the a relaxation is believed to arise from motion
occurring within ionic domains.

Thus, in both the unsaturated and

fully hydrogenated polypentenamers bearing 9.2 mole percent neutralized

thioglycolate groups, there is evidence for cluster formation.
This dissertation extends the study of modified polypentenamers
and devotes special interest to ion-containing systems.

The chapters

which follow report the sulfonation of the polypentenamer precursor,
the thermal and dynamic mechanical properties of these sulfonated

.

systems as well as the dielectric
properties of the hydrogenated

derivatives, and the thermal, dynamic
mechanical, and dielectric

properties of the phosphonylated
polypentenamers
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CHAPTER

II

SULFONATION OF A POLYP ENTENAMER AND
PREPARATION OF ITS HYDROGENATED DERIVATIVES

Introduction

We have previously reported chemical modification
of a polypentenamer by hydrogenation, 1 hydroformylation, 2 the
addition of thioglycolate
side groups, 3 and phosphonylation. 4

The objective of these studies

has been the preparation of derivatives containing
side groups of differ
ing chemical nature and concentration, but with identical
chain back-

bones.

It has

thus been necessary to carry out the reactions under

conditions which preclude backbone modification by scission or crosslinking.

Recently we have succeeded in sulfonating the polypentenamer

using a 1:1 complex of sulfur trioxide and triethyl phosphate and

isolating the resulting product in the form of the sodium salt.

The

residual double bonds in the polypentenamer can be subsequently hydrogenated, as was previously done with the other derivatives to yield a

crystalline backbone.

While the preparation of sulfonated polymers is an area where much
effort has been directed,

the preparation of a stable, highly un-

saturated, highly sulfonated system free of covalent crosslinks has
not been previously reported.

Even for polymers with fully saturated

backbones, sulfonation reactions generally lead to the formation of

some covalent crosslinks
linkages

'^-^

quite often in the form of sulfone

The reagents used in sulfonation reactions can, in most
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cases, be regarded as sulfur trioxide based
compounds or complexes,

with the reactivity of the SO3 being
regulated by the nature of the
reagent. 12

In recent years, complexes of sulfur
trioxide with trialkyl

phosphates with S0

3

to trialkyl phosphate ratios ranging
from 2:1 to 4:1,

have permitted the preparation of sulfonated
polymers free from covalent
crosslinks. 8, 13, 14

The8e cases have generally involved the sulfonation

of aromatic rings, though Canter was successful
in sulfonating butyl

rubber systems and in sulfonating more highly unsaturated
elastomers
Q

to low degrees of sulfonation.

complexes of S0

3

Turbak has demonstrated 15 that 1:1

with trialkyl phosphates are reactive enough to suc-

cessfully sulfonate long chain a -olefins.

More importantly, it was

observed 15 16 that under the proper reaction conditions, these com»

plexes will yield exclusively alkene sulfonates, while all other SO3

complexes are known to give a mixture of products. 12

These factors

suggest that the 1:1 S0 -trialkyl phosphate complex might be a suitable
3
reagent for sulfonating polypentenamer, a proposal borne out by the
results of this study.

The sulfonated poly pent en amers and their hydrogenated derivatives

were prepared by the following synthetic route.

CHCI3 NaOH/EtOH

-fCH 2 CH 2 CH 2 CH = CH^x

S0 3 :0 = P(OEt)

+

>

3

>

RT

1:1

PP

222

-4CH 0 CH 0 CH 0 CH =

CH-]

y

ILL

[•CH 0 CH 0

CH 9 CH =Ch.

z

S0 Na
3

PPSOoNa

random copolymer

(D

.

.
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0

PPS0 3 Na

Oh

+

DMF/ chlo rob enzene

N

VS-NH-NH 2

CHi</

0

TSH

^(CH

)

2 5

4—4(CH

)

2 4

CHU

(2)

S0 Na
3

HyPPSO^Na random copolymer

The degree of sulfonation for the materials in this study ranged from
1.9 to 19.1 mole percent, based on the polypentenamer repeat unit*

Over

this range of substitution significant changes in properties can be ob-

served.

The unsaturated systems vary from very rubbery materials to

very tough, leathery materials as the degree of sulfonation increases.
The hydrogenated systems, on the other hand, grow more rubbery with

increased sulfonation, due to the corresponding decrease in crystallinity
In both systems, water greatly alters the properties of the highly sul-

fonated polymers.

Experimental

Materials

.

Polypentenamer (PP)

.

This polymer was kindly provided by the Good-

year Tire and Rubber Company.

It contains 82% trans and 17% cis double

bonds with less than 1% vinyl side groups.

are

\

172,000 and

Reagents

The molecular weight averages

= 470,000.

Liquid sulfur trioxide was purchased from Research
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Inorganic Chemical Corporation.

It was distilled using a
steam-heated

consenser to prevent the formation of
SO3 a- form crystals

.

Xriethyl

Phosphate (TEP) was purchased from Aldrich
Chemical Co. and vacuum distilled before use. The p-toluenesulfonyl
hydrazide (TSH) was also purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. and was
recrystallized from ethanol

before using.
Solvents.

Sodium hydroxide and hydroquinone were
used

as received.

Chloroform was distilled over phosphorous
pentoxide and

stored over molecular sieves until use.

Dimethyl formamide was vacuum

distilled over calcium hydride and also stored
over molecular sieves until use.

All other solvents were purified by standard
procedures.

Preparation of SO3/TEP complex

.

Under a dry N atmosphere, a three2

necked reaction flask was charged with 6.6 ml. (0.0 38 moles)
of
triethyl phosphate and 20 ml. of chloroform.

The reaction flask was

fitted with a dropping funnel which was charged with 1.6 ml.
(0.038 moles)
of freshly distilled sulfur trioxide.
0°C. with an ice-water bath and the S0

ethyl phosphate/ chloroform solution.

The reaction vessel was cooled to
3

was added dropwise to the tri-

After all of the S0

3

was added, the

reaction mixture was allowed

to

come to room temperature.

Sulfonation of polypentenamer

.

A three-necked reaction flask was fitted

with a dropping funnel, an N 2 inlet, and a drying tube pressure outlet.
The flask was charged with a 1-2% (W/V) solution of purified polypentena-

mer in chloroform.

The dropping funnel was charged with an appropriate

amount of the SO3/TEP complex solution and diluted with additional
chloroform.

Under N 2 flow and with vigorous stirring the SO3/TEP com-

plex solution was added dropwise

to

the polypentenamer solution.

The
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reaction was allowed to continue for

solution was added.
a 0.25

2

hours after all of the complex

At that time the reaction mixture was
poured into

M solution of NaOH in ethanol.

The precipitated polymer was

washed several times with distilled water and
ethanol, stored overnight in another 0.25 M solution of NaOH in ethanol,
then washed ex-

tensively with distilled water and ethanol.

Finally, the product was

allowed to stand overnight in a 0.1 M solution of
hydroquinone in ethanol.
The sulfonated polypentenamer was dried in a vacuum oven at
room tem-

perature for several days, then stored in a desiccator under vacuum
until use.

riydrogenation of sulfonated polypentenamer

.

The sulfonated polypentena-

mer was put into a mixed solvent system of dimethyl formamide and either

chlorobenzene or 1,2,4- trichlorobenzene

,

the ratio of DMF to the

chlorinated benzene varying as the degree of sulfonation varied, and
dissolved with moderate heating under N2 flow.

Once dissolved the

polymer solution was cooled to 80 °C. and enough purified p-toluenesulfonyl

hydrazide was added to give a 2:1 ratio of TSH to PP repeat units.

The

reaction mixture was then heated to 130-135 °C. and maintained at this

temperature for

2

hours.

At that time the reaction mixture was poured

into acetone and the hydrogenated, sulfonated polypentenamer pre-

cipitated out of solution.

The product was filtered, washed several

times with ethanol and water, then dried overnight in a vacuum oven at

room temperature.

The dry product was then put back into a DMF/

trichlorobenzene solution and the hydrogenation step repeated using the
same quantity of TSH employed in the first reaction.

The product was
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again precipitated into acetone, washed
extensively with distilled

water, ethanol, and acetone, and dried
several days in a vacuum oven at
room temperature.
The dry product was then stored
in a desiccator under

vacuum until use.

Characterization

The samples were characterized by
elemental analysis

.

infrared spectroscopy (IR), nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (NMR),
and thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA).

Elemental analysis.

Elemental analysis of the samples was per-

formed by the Analytical Services and Microanaly tical
Laboratory, University of Massachusetts.
to

The degree of sulfonation was based on the sulfur

carbon ratio of these analyses, while the percent neutralization
was

based on the sodium
IR measurements

on NaCl plates.

to

.

sulfur ratios determined.

Solvent cast films of the polymers were prepared

IR spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Model 283

grating infrared spectrophotometer.

The determination of sulfonate group

content was based on the ratio of the absorption band at 1045 cm." 1
(0=S=0 symmetric stretch) and either the 1420 cm. -1 band (backbone

methylene stretch) or the 965 cm.

-1

band (trans C=C) using standard cali-

bration procedures.

NMR

.

NMR measurements on the samples were carried out on a Perkin-

Elmer Model R 32 NMR spectrometer in dimethyl sulfoxide-d^ using HMDS as
an external standard.

TGA .

TGA measurements were carried out on a Dupont 950 thermo-

gravimetric analyzer in conjunction with a Dupont 900 thermal analyzer.
Measurements were performed in a nitrogen atmosphere at a scanning speed
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of 20°C./min. in all cases.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

.

carried out on a Perkin-Elmer Model DSC - II.

DSC measurements were
The scanning speed was

20°C./min. in all cases and indium was used as a
calibration standard.
The temperature range was from -120 to 150°C.
for the unhydrogenated

samples, and from -40 to 180°C. for the hydrogenated
samples.

The tem-

perature of maximum excursion from the baseline of the
melting endotherm
was taken to be the melting point (T )
m

.

Glass transition temperatures

f

(Tg s) were taken to be the midpoint of the step in heat
capacity.

Results and Discussion

Unsaturated sulfonated polypentenamers

.

The sulfonation of "polypentenamer

proceeds readily with a 1:1 complex of sulfur trioxide
phate.

to

triethyl phos-

The ease with which the 1:1 complex sulfonates the unsaturated

precursor made it unnecessary to study the effects of 2:1 and higher
complexes.

A summary of the reaction conditions employed and the ma-

terials obtained in this investigation is given in Table 2-1.

It is seen

from these data that the degree of sulfonation is regulated primarily
by the amount of complex added to the polymer solution.

prepared ranged in degree of sulfonation from 1.9

to 19.1

The materials

mole percent.

No attempts were made to establish the upper limit of this sulfonation

reaction, since the primary interest is in systems sulfonated below 20

mole percent.

In the preliminary stages of this investigation however,

while attempting

to

establish reaction parameters, some water soluble

sulfonated polypentenamers were prepared, indicating that sulfonation
above 20 mole percent without crosslinking can be achieved through this

.
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TABLE 2-1

Reaction Conditions 3 for Sulfonating
Polypentenamers
PP

complex CHCI3 Time
Saaole issUsj (moles)^

Percent*2

0^ Sulfonate

X-8A
X-8B

X-8C

0.104
0.104

0.103

0.0053

700 c

16.0

1.9

37

89

0.0104

700°

1.5

6.7

67

72

0.0156

700°

1.5

10.8

72

73

1.5

14.3

72

78

1.5

17.6

72

74

1.5

2.9

59

88

1.5

6.3

63

92

2.5

9.4

63

>100

2.0

15.9

79

>100

3.5

19.1

70

>100

X-8D

0.104

0.0208

700°

X-8E

0.103

0.0254

700

X-9A

0.149

0.0074

900

X-9B

0.149

0.0148

900

X-9C

0.149

0.0223

900

X-9D

0.149

0.0301

900

X-9E

0.132

0.0361

900

a.

b.
c.

d.
e.
f

.

g.

Percent f
Porpon ,g
Conversion
ion Neutral!Neutralization

C

d
d

d
d

All reactions conducted at room temperature.
Determined volume trically 1:1 S0 :triethyl phosphate complex.
3
50 ml. of this CHCl^ was originally in the dropping funnel.
100 ml. of this was originally in the dropping funnel.
Mole percent sulfonation based on the sulfur to carbon ratio
determined by elemental analysis.
Percent of sulfur trioxide which added to the polymer backbone.
Percent neutralization based on the sodium to sulfur ratio determined
by elemental analysis
,
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reaction scheme.
The percent neutralization given in
Table 2-1 for these samples is

based on the sodium

to

sulfur ratio determined by elemental
analysis.

These values are based on the assumptions
that all of the sulfur present
is in

the form of sulfonate groups and all of
the sodium present is

serving

to

neutralize sulfonate groups.

Because of the manner in which

these materials are prepared, titrations such as
those used

to

de-

termine the percent neutralization for the thioglycolate 3
and phosphonate 4

containing materials cannot be performed.

Ion exchange measurements via

the method developed by Fisher and Kunin 17 were considered
as a means

of determining the percent sulfonation but discarded on the
probability
that the sulfonic acid groups formed in this procedure would readily

react with the unsaturated backbone of the polymer in the bulk, causing

erroneous results.

The neutralization procedure used in this study re-

sults in the formation of some phosphate salts which are insoluble in

alcohol but readily soluble in water.

These salts can be trapped in the

polymer matrix, but are removed when the sulfonated polymer
several times with distilled water.

is

washed

Elemental analysis of the water

washed samples shows no trace of phosphorous.

The materials in series

X-8 were precipitated into a 0.25 M solution of NaOH in ethanol, washed

with water and ethanol, stabilized, then dried; while the materials in
series X-9 were treated in a similar manner except that before stabilizing and drying they were stored overnight in a second NaOH solution and

washed a second time with water and ethanol.

This procedure insures

the absence of phosphate salts during the second neutralization step,

which probably accounts for the higher degrees of neutralization
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obtained for the series X-9 materials.

Materials X-9 C,

D,

and E show

a percent neutralization greater than
100 which is probably due to
the

fact that these materials are sulfonated
above the critical concentration

necessary for cluster formation.18

As a result either

^

weight sodium salts or excess sodium ions bound
in the cluster are
causing the high sodium to sulfur ratios.
In addition to the elemental analysis results,
evidence that sodium

sulfonate groups have been successfully appended
is

the polypentenamer

to

found in the infrared spectra of these modified materials.

Figure

2-1 shows the infrared spectra of the starting polypentenamer
and one
of its sulfonated derivatives.

The sulfonated material shows two new and

very strong absorption peaks at 1200 and 1045 cm. -1

.

The broad band

centered around 1200 cm." 1 corresponds to the 0=S=0 asymmetric stretch
while the narrower and slightly weaker band at 1045 cm. -1 corresponds
the 0=S=0 symmetric stretch of an ionic sulfonate group. 19 20 21
'

the ratio of the 1045 cm.

1

absorption to the 1440 cm.

-1

'

to

When

absorption, which

is due to backbone methylenes, is plotted against the mole percent sul-

fonation determined by elemental analysis, the linear correlation shown
in Figure 2-2 is obtained.

This linear relationship suggests that the

sulfur being added to the polypentenamer
groups.

is in the form of

sulfonate

In addition it demonstrates that infrared spectroscopy can

serve as an analytical technique for determining the degree of sulfonation.

The absorption band at 965 cm."

1

for both the starting polypentenamer

and the sulfonated derivative is due to the trans double bonds in these

materials.

When the ratio of the 1045 cm."

1

absorption to the 965 cm.

1
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absorption is plotted against the mole percent
sulfonation, a linear relationship is again obtained as Figure 2-2 shows.

This indicates that

the concentration of trans double bonds remains
virtually unchanged

during the sulfonation reaction.

It is also seen in Figure 2-2 that

plotting the ratio of the 1440 cm." 1 absorption

to

the 965 cm." 1 ab-

sorption versus the mole percent sulfonation results in a
straight
line of zero slope, whicn demonstrates that the concentration
of trans

double bonds does in fact stay essentially constant over the
sulfonation range studied.

This evidence suggests, then, that the SO3/TEP

induced sulfonation occurs preferentially at the cis double bonds of
the poly pen tenamer precursor

The proton NMR spectrum of sample X-8E is shown in Figure 2-3.
This spectrum was recorded from a solution of the polymer in DMSO-d.

.

6

From the proton spectrum of the starting poly pen tenamer we know that the
peaks at 1.5 and 2.0

ppra.

result from the backbone methylene protons

while the peak at 5.4 ppm. is due to the protons on unsubstituted double
bonds.

The peak at 2.5 ppm. is from the deuterated DMSO and the small,

broad band around 3.7 results from water in the system.
at 3.1, 4.8,

and 6.0

ppra.

are side bands.

The small peaks

This assignment is verified

by changing the spinning rate as shown in the upper spectrum.

The only

peak which occurs in the sulfonated materials which is not present in
the starting polypentenamer is the one at 6.6 ppm.

The position of this

peak would correspond to its assignment as the proton attached to the

carbon in the double bond adjacent to the sulfonate group as follows:

— CH

= C

—

S0 Na
3

(3)
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according to a study carried out on several
unsaturated sulfonic acids. 22
However this proton should appear as a
triplet because of the adjacent

methylene group, and the spectrum displays
only a slightly broadened
singlet.

It should be noted however,

that the absence of any peaks in

this spectrum between 4.0 and 5.0 ppm.
means there is no NMR evidence to

suggest the presence of the following structure:

-CH = CHCH-

(4)

S0 Na
3

Thus while the proton NMR study would seem to suggest the
presence of

alkene sulfonate groups in the modified systems, the results
are not

conclusive.

A study of these materials by 13 C NMR appears to be

necessary to elucidate this question further.

because the materials prepared in this study bear ionic pendant
groups, normal techniques for determining molecular weights are not

applicable.

As a result it is not clear whether or not the reaction

conditions used in this study lead

to

chain scission.

The solubility

of the sulfonated polypentenamers does demonstrate however, that this

reaction scheme avoids the formation of covalent crosslinks.

The

conditions employed to put these materials into solution are summarized
in Table 2-2.

It is seen from this table

that both a polar component

and heat are required to overcome the ionic interactions which are

present in these materials.

Samples X-8D, X-8E, X-9D, and X-9E are

also soluble in DMSO with only moderate heating.

For the levels of

sulfonation studied, water and alcohols will cause significant swelling
but will not dissolve the materials.

Mixed systems of toluene or
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TABLE 2-2

ility Characteristics of Sulfonated
Polypentenamers a

Sample

X-8A

Percent
Sulfonation
1.9

Wt. of Sample
(go.)

Solvent Systemb

Temperature

(°C)

3.6

200 CB

/

100 DMF

135

3.7

150 CB

/

150 DMF

135

10.8

3.6

150 CB

/

150 DMF

135

14.3

5.8

150 TCB

/

150 DMF

140

17.6

12.2

100 CB

/

200 DMF

130

X-9A

2.9

9.5

500 TCB

/

200 DMF

140

X-9B

6.3

9.6

450 TCB

/

250 DMF

135

X-9C

9.4

9.4

350 TCB

/

350 DMF

135

X-9D

15.9

8.5

200 TCB

/

300 DMF

140

X-9E

19.1

9.7

X-8B

X-8C

X-8D
X-8E

a.

b.

6.7

500 DMF

130

All solutions were prepared with stirring and under a steady flow
of dry nitrogen.
Values in ml of solvent; CB=chlorobenzene TCB= 1,2,4 trichlorobenzene, DMF=dimethylformamide.
.

,
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xylene with alcohols 23 did not prove to be
successful solvents, though

alcohols higher than butanol were not investigated.
If the materials prepared by this method are
stored at room tem-

perature under vacuum, they gradually become brittle
and insoluble.
When TGA is carried out on these "aged" materials,
results such as those

shown in Figure 2-4 are obtained.

The most important feature of these

TGA data is the large amount of residual weight present above 500
°C.
The primary sources of residual weight in systems of this type
are the

inorganic material present in the ion-containing polymers and char
formation.

Table 2-3 compares the percent residual weight found for

samples in the X-2 series with the weight percent of inorganic material
as determined by elemental analysis.

It is evident that inorganic

material alone cannot account for all of the residual weight, indicating
that a considerable portion of the remaining material is char.

Since

char formation results when a material crosslinks, the presence of a

significant amount of char along with the brittleness and insolubility
of the "aged

11

materials all suggest that covalent crosslinks form grad-

ually in these systems with time.

Table 2-3 shows that for samples X-2A

through X-2D, the amount of residual weight not accounted for by inorganic

material increases as the degree of sulfonation increases, while sample
X-2E breaks from this pattern.
the other samples, however.

Sample X-2E was aged two weeks less than

This information suggests that the crosslink-

ing which occurs is a function of both sulfur content and aging period,
and implies that char results not from crosslinks which form during the

degradation process, but rather from crosslinks which form at room temperature over a period of a few weeks.
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TABLE 2-3

Results of Thermal Gravimetric Analysis
of Unsaturated Sulfonated Polypentenamers

Sample

Percent
Sulfonation

Weight Percent
Inorganic Material

Percent
Residual Weight

Difference 3

Unstabilized

X-2A

3.4

3.9

10

61

X-2B

4.7

6.4

U

7

.

6

X~2C

9.7

8.9

30

21.1

X-2D

12.8

ll.l

41

29g

X-2E

15.6

18.1

34

15.9

Stabilized

X-8A

1.9

2.7

3

0.3

X-8B

6.7

8.7

11

1.3

X-8C

10.8

13.3

13

-0.3

X-8D

14.3

16.7

16

-0.7

X-8E

17.6

18.3

18

-0.3

a.

Percent residual weight less percent inorganic material
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As mentioned above the sulfonation of
olefins with the 1:1 complex

of sulfur trioxide and triethyl phosphate
is believed to yield alkene

sulfonate groups.
to

The presence of a carbon-carbon double
bond adjacent

the sulfonate group results in a highly
reactive linkage.

It is

known that vinyl sulfonate polymerizes spontaneously
in the absence of
free radical stabilizers. 24

Thus it is reasonable to postulate that
the

crosslinking which occurs in the sulfonated poly pen
tenamers with aging
results from a free radical mechanism involving the
alkene sulfonate

structure.

Such a mechanism explains why the amount of char
formation

increases with the degree of sulfonation.

When the free radical stabil-

izer hydroquinone is incorporated into the sulfonated polypentenamer

matrix, it is observed that the materials maintain their solubility
and

mechanical properties even after several months of aging.

The TGA

results for these stabilized materials are given in Figure 2-5.

It is

seen that the amount of residual weight in the stabilized samples is much
less than in the unstabilized systems.

Table 2-3 exhibits the good

correlation which exists for these stabilized samples between the amount
of inorganic material present and the residual weight determined by TGA.
The success of hydroquinone as a stabilizer for these materials is

indicative of a free radical mechanism for crosslink formation.
The TGA scans for the stabilized sulfonated polypentenamers also

exhibit notable weight loss between 150 and 200 °C.

The amount of weight

lost in this region increases as the degree of sulfonation increases.

It

is well known that sulfonate salts of the type present in these polymers

readily absorb water of hydration.

The broad hydroxyl band in the IR

spectrum of the sulfonated polypentenamer shown in Figure 2-1 illustrates
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that these systems are no exception.

sulfite, Na SU
2
3

Data on the hydrate of
sodium

H 2 0 indicates that this
particular salt loses its
water of hydration at 150°C. 25 Since
this salt is an analog to
the
•

7

sodium sulfonate group pendant to the
polypentenamer backbone in the
materials investigated, it is likely that
the weight loss occurring in
these samples between 150 and 200° is
related to the loss of water of

hydration.
Figure 2-6 shows DSC traces for three of
the materials investigated
in this study.

Sample X-8A displays a well defined glass
transition at

-95 °C. followed by a distinct exo
therm centered around -65 °C. and an

endotherm which peaks at U°C.
a

It is known that polypentenamers with

relatively high content of trans double bonds exhibit

crystallinity. 26 27

a low level of

Thus the thermal behavior displayed by this sample

can be explained by a crystallization-melting cycle of
trans double bond

containing crystals which melt below room temperature.
sample X-8B

,

which

is

sulfonated

to

The DSC trace fo

a level of 6.7 mole percent, shows a

distinct glass transition but gives no evidence for crystallization or
melting.

Therefore at this level of substitution, the order of the

system has been sufficiently disrupted

to suppress crystallinity.

To

demonstrate the significant change in properties which accompanies
increased levels of sulfonation, the DSC scan for the 17.6 mole percent

sulfonated sample X-8E is also included in Figure 2-6.
trace,

As shown in this

the glass transition has been shifted to a significantly higher

temperature and has become greatly broadened.

behavior of these sulfonated polypentenamers
the next chapter.

The glass transition
is

examined further in

52
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Hydrogenated sulfonated

p olvpente.nan.ers.

The previously modified poly-

pentenamers have all been soluble in common
aromatic solvents, so the
hydrogenations of these materials were
carried out in p-xylene.3,4 Tne

sulfonated polypentenamers however, are
only soluble in solvent systems
which contain either DMF or DMSO, so the
hydrogenation procedure must be

modified to account for this fact.

As a result the hydrogenations
of

series X-9 materials were carried out in the
solvent systems described
in Table 2-2.

After the initial hydrogenation with a 2:1
mole ratio of

p-toluenesulfonyl hydrazide

to

unsaturated repeat units, the infrared

spectra of the products display, in every case, a
small amount of unsaturation remaining.

Therefore

to

completely eliminate unsaturated linkages

these materials had to be hydrogenated a second time.

Table 2-4 summarizes the characteristics of the hydrogenated,
sul-

fonated polypentenamers (HyPPS0 Na)
3

The primary feature is the fact

.

that the hydrogen to carbon ratio determined by elemental analysis
is

0.17 for all four samples, which is equivalent to the theoretical hydrogen to carbon ratio for a completely hydrogenated polypentenamer

percent neutralization decreases in these materials relative
found for the corresponding unhydrogenated samples.

to

.

The

that

This probably occurs

because p-toluenesulfinic acid is one of the by-products of the hydrogenation reaction.

As a result an equilibrium between the sulfinic acid

and the sodium sulfonate leads to a decrease in the percent neutrali-

zation found in the isolated, hydrogenated systems.

back to this hydrogenation reaction
final product.

is

One serious draw-

the presence of nitrogen in the

Table 2-4 shows that the weight percent nitrogen found

54

TABLE 2-4

Characterization of Hydrogenated Sulfonated
Polypentename rs
Sample

HyX ~ 9A
HyX " 9B
HyX " 9C

HyX-9E

Mole % Sulfonation
2«9

% Neutralization

H/C Ratio

Weight % Nitroeen

66

0.17

o.37

6.3

84

0 . 17

1>Q2

9 '4

>100

0.17

1.54

19.1

64

0.17

3.48
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in the HyPPS0 Na systems increases
as the percent sulfonation
3
increases.

The potential sources of nitrogen in
this reaction are the solvent
DMF
and the p-toluenesulfonyl hydrazide.
Two possible explanations for
the

nitrogen are that either some side reaction
occurs between p-toluene-

sulfonyl hydrazide or a by-product and the
alkene sulfonate linkage or
DMF is not being completely removed from
the materials.

Infrared spectra

and NMR give no indication of the nature of
the nitrogen present.
The disappearance of the 965 cm." 1 band due

to

the trans double

bonds in the infrared spectra indicates the
hydrogenation of the sulfonated polypentenamers.

Figure 2-7 shows one such spectrum.

also results in a slight shift of the 0=S=0 peaks
as well.

Hydrogenation
The asym-

metric stretch band occurs at 1150 cm.' 1 for the hydrogenated
materials
and the symmetric stretch band shifts to 1035 cm." 1

.

This shift is

probably related to the disappearance of the double bond adjacent

sulfonate group when these materials are hydrogenated.

to

the

The broad

hydroxy 1 peaks at 3420 cm." 1 and 1650 cm." 1 illustrate that the hydrogenated materials are hyrophilic just like their unhydrogenated precursors

.

The proton NMR spectra of sample HyX-9E is shown in Figure 2-8.

While this spectrum is relatively featureless, it does demonstrate
that the hydrogenation reaction yields a backbone which is essentially

linear polyethylene.

Any residual unsaturation which may be present in

this material is definitely below the level detectable by proton NMR.

This spectrum was recorded in DMSO-d^ which accounts for the multiplet
at 2.5 ppm.

Even for this most highly sulfonated sample, the level of

sulfonation is too low for the protons a

to

the sulfonate groups to be

56
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.
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observed.

The fact that these protons would be
split into a quintet

also makes their detection difficult.
The TGA scans for the HyPPS0 Na materials
are shown in Figure 2-9.
3
These materials show the onset of decomposition
between 150 and 200°C.
as did the

unsaturated materials.

However, while the unsaturated mater-

ials showed some weight loss between 150 and 200
°C. followed by stability up to roughly 350°C.

weight loss from 150
decomposition.

It is

to

the hydrogenated materials show continued

350°,

followed by a slight plateau and then major

seen that the amount of weight lost below 350

increases as the degree of sulfonation increases.

initial weight loss probably is due

to

°C.

While some of this

the loss of water, it is apparent

that the addition of sulfonate groups to the polyethylene-like
backbone

of the hydrogenated polypentenamer greatly reduces its thermal stability.

A comparison of the residual weight after decomposition to the
amount of inorganic matter present in the HyPPS0 Na systems is made in
3
Table 2-5.

As was the case with the stabilized, unsaturated systems the

correlation is quite good.

The fact that the hydrogenated materials do

not require the hydroquinone stabilizer to avoid crosslinking is evidence
that the crosslinking which takes place in the unsaturated systems

occurs through the carbon-carbon double bonds adjacent to the sulfonate
groups

Evaluation of the hydrogenated derivatives by DSC yields some

interesting features.

Table 2-6 summarizes the crystallinities and

melting points determined for these materials.

Crystallinity values

were based on the ratio of AH f /AH u where AH f

the experimental enthalpy

is

of fusion and AH U is the enthalpy of fusion for the hypothetical 100%
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TABLE 2-5

Results of Thermal Gravimetric
Analys
of Hydrogenated Sulfonated
Polypentename rs

Sample

HyX-9A
HyX-9B
HyX-9C

HyX-9E

Weight Percent
Inorganic Material

Percent
Residual Weight

3.6

7.8

11.5

17.3

8

11

18

61

TABLE 2-6

DSC Results for Hydrogenated
Sulfonated Polypent enamers

Sample

HyX-9A

HyX-9B

HyX-9C

HyX-9E

History

.

A

Weight

% Crvstallinit-y

Tm °C

54

127

Q

47

122

A

52

120

Q

37

120

A

34

115

Q

22

107

A

13

96

Q

9

97

A - annealed for three days at 80° C.
Q - quenched immediately in a dry ice-isopropanol bath

crystalline poller,

since the snl £ onate
groups are assumed to
be com-

pletely excluded fro. the
crystalline phase in these
system, the AH
U
value of 59 cal./gm. determined
for tuny
fully hvdr„„„
, a
,
nydrogenated
polypentenamer by
the polymer-diluent technique
«„
que was used.
useH 1 As
one would expect, the degre
of crystallinity decreases as
the percent sulfonate
increases,
tte
DSC scans of these HyPPSOjHa
materials are unusual in that
two melting
endotherms are observed for all of
the materials, and the
magnitude of
the low temperature endotherm
increases both as a function of
sulfonate
concentration and time maintained at
room temperature. Such behavior
has previously been observed in
poly(ethylene-methacrylic acid)
ionomers

where the low temperature melting
phenomena was believed to

be due to short, imperfect polyethylene
crystallites which form on

annealing at room temperature.

This behavior will be examined more

fully in Chapter IV.

Although these materials display two melting
endotherms, the temperature of the low-melting peak remains constant
while the higher

melting point is observed
creases.

to

decrease as the degree of sulfonation in-

Figure 2-10 illustrates the melting point depression
which

accompanies sulfonation for annealed films and gives a comparison
of
this melting point depression to that observed for
thioglycolate and

phosphonate substituted polypentenaraers in the hydrogenated form.

The

slopes of the lines representing the dependence of T on pendant group
m

concentration are -3.4 deg./mole

%

for the phosphonylated materials,

-2.2 deg./mole % for the thioglycolate substituted systems, and only
-2.0 deg./mole % for the sulfonated samples.

It would appear that the

sulfonate groups have the smallest disruptive effect on the polyethylene

1
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crystal lattice of the three systems
investigated.

No explanation of

this fact is readily apparent.

Random placement of sulfonate groups

.

Polypentenamers are known to h ave

a very regular repeating s tructure^ . 30
however

,

the dis tribution of CIS

and trans units can be either random or
somewhat blocky. 31 >32

Since the

sulfonation reaction is believed to occur
preferentially across cis bonds,
a random distribution of the cis bonds in
the precursor should lead to a

random placement of the pendant sulfonate groups.

Instrumental limita-

tions have precluded the acquisition of 13 C NMR spectra
of sufficient

resolution to determine cis-trans sequencing in the
precursor used in
this study.

The melting point of the trans double bond-containing

crystals present in the starting material 33 and the knowledge
that poly-

pentenamers of this particular trans content have generally been observed
to display random cis-trans placement 31 however, both suggest that
the

cis bonds are randomly distributed in the precursor employed.

Verifica-

tion of this conclusion awaits study by higher resolution 13 C NMR but if
it is correct,

the sulfonate groups on the modified poly pentenamer

should be randomly placed.
This conclusion is reinforced by the crys tallinity and melting point

behavior of the hydrogenated derivatives.

As

increased, the degree of crys tallinity is seen

manner.

the degree of sulfonation is
to

decrease in a regular

More importantly however, the melting point displays a linear

depression when plotted against the mole percent sulfonation.

Such

behavior is indicative of random placement of the sulfonate groups.

65

Conclus ions

A technique has been developed

to

significant level while avoiding
the

sulfonate polypentenamers
to a

Nation

of covalent crosslink.

The sulfonation is believed
to occor preferentially
across the cis
double bonds to provide for random
place-neat of the pendant
groups.

These materials crosslink with
aging if not stabili 2e d.

They can be

readily hydrogenated to give
semi-crystalline systems which are
themselves stable, doth the unsaturated
and the hydrogenated materials
are very hydrophilic and both
exhibit interesting thermal
behavior.

.

'
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CHAPTER III
THERMAL AND DYNAMIC MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF SULFONATED POLYPENTENAMERS

Introduction

Due to the fact that most ionomers are
prepared by copolymerization

reactions, it is usually not possible to alter
the nature or concentration of salt groups without significantly affecting
such variables as

molecular weight, molecular weight distribution, and
monomer sequencing.
This factor presents a serious obstacle to a meaningful
study of the

effects of the nature and concentration of salt groups on the
properties
of ionomeric materials.

One method of avoiding this drawback

is

the

preparation of materials by post-polymerization reactions on a common
precursor.

It is

this concept which has led to our continuing investi-

gation of the properties of modified polypentenamers
We have previously reported the modification of a polypentenamer by

phosphonylation 1 and by the addition of thioglycolate side groups 2 and
have examined the thermal and dynamic mechanical properties of the neutralized derivatives of these sys terns.

Recently we have been able to

extend this series by preparing sulfonated polypentenamers free of
covalent crosslinks, in the form of sodium salts. ^

In this study we

have employed thermal and dynamic mechanical techniques
a range of the sulfonated materials containing up

per 100 backbone carbon atoms.

to 4

to

investigate

sulfonate groups

This pendant group content is nearly

twice that present in the previously studied polypentenamer derivatives.
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The dynamic mechanical results of this
study are consistent with
the behavior observed for the phosphonylated
and thioglycolate-

substituted polypentenamers in many ways.

In each case the tempera-

ture of the glass-rubber relaxation is
altered considerably by the

presence of pendant groups and in each case the
salt forms display an
extended pseudo-plateau region, indicative of
some form of crosslinking
Unlike the previous polypentenamer systems studied,
however, the dynamic

mechanical results for the sulfonated polypentenamers
provide strong
evidence for the existence of ionic clusters 6
an ionic phase relaxation.

In addition,

'

7

through the presence of

the dynamic mechanical results

combine with the differential scanning calorimetry results

to

suggest a

critical level of sulfonation at which clustering becomes detectable.

Experimental

Materials

The starting polypentenamer (PP) was kindly provided by the

.

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company.

It contains 82% trans and 17% cis

double bonds with fewer than 1% vinyl side groups.
averages are

ti^

=

172,000 and M„ = 470,000.

The molecular weight

The polypentenamer was

sulfonated using a 1:1 complex of sulfur trioxide with triethyl phosphate
in chloroform at room temperature.

The sulfonated material is neutral-

ized by precipitating the reaction mixture into a 0.25 M solution of
NaOti in

ethanol.

This reaction is described in detail elsewhere-* and

is summarized as follows:

[CH

2

Cri

2

CH 2 CH = CH] X
PP

+

S0

3

:0

= P(0Et)

1:1

3

CHC1 3
>
RT

NaOH/EtOH

>
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-{CH CH CH CH =
2
2
2

CH^

[CI^CH^CH

=

C}-

(1)

S0 3 Na

PPSO Na random copolymer
To prevent covalent crosslinking
with aging, these materials are

stabilized with hydroquinone.

Characterization data for the samples

investigated are collected in Table 3-1.
The sulfonated polypentenamers were
compression molded into films

suitable for dynamic mechanical and differential
scanning calorimetry

measurements.

Film preparation was carried out by pressing
at 130-140°C

and 10,000 psi. for 20 minutes under nitrogen.

The resulting films

were stored in a desiccator under vacuum at room
temperature in the
absence of light until use.

Water saturated samples were prepared by storing film samples
overnight in distilled water at room temperature.

Water uptake in these

samples was not observed to increase significantly after four hours.
The rate of water uptake was not measured.

Measurements

.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were

carried out on a Perkin-Elmer Model DSC II.

The scanning speed was

20°C./min. in all cases, and cyclohexane and indium were used as standards.

The temperature range scanned was -120 °C. to 100 °C.

Dynamic mechanical measurements were carried out on a Vibron Dy-

namic Viscoelastometer

,

Model DDV-II (Toyo Measuring Instruments Co.).

The temperature range was from -160° to 200°C. and the frequencies em-

ployed were 3.5, 11, and 110 Hz.

Samples were heated at a rate of

TABLE 3-1

Characterization Data for Sulfonated
Polypentename rs
SanjpJLe

%

Sulfonation

%

Neutralization

Tg

(QQ

PPS0 3 Na(2)

1.9

89

.95

PPS0 3 Na(5)

6.7

72

-85

PPS0 3 Na(10)

10.8

73

-72

PPS0 3 Na(15)

U.3

78

-38

PPSO 3 Na(20)

17.6

74

+31

72

l-2°C./min. under dry nitrogen.

Resul ts

The differential scanning calorimetry
results for three of the sul-

fonated polypentenamer samples are displayed
in Figure 3-1.

It is seen

that sample PPS0 Na(2) exhibits a very distinct
glass transition at
3

-95°C, followed by an exo therm which

is

an endo therm which appears around 11 °C.

centered around -65°C. and
The DSC traces of the remain-

ing sulfonated polypentenamer samples display neither
an exotherm nor an

endotherm, though all of these samples display readily
observable glass
transitions.

The glass transitions detected by DSC for these
materials

become broadened and increase in temperature
tion increases.

as

the degree of sulfona-

This trend is demonstrated in the scans shown in going

from sample PPS0 Na(5) with a relatively narrow glass transition cen3
tered at -85°C. to the most highly sulfonated material in this study,

sample PPSO^NaUO)

,

which displays a glass transition spread over

several decades of temperature and centered at 31°C.
DSC determined Tg's is given in Table 3-1.

tfhen

A summary of the

these glass transition

temperatures are plotted against the mole percent sulfonation determined
by elemental analysis,

the plot in Figure 3-2 is obtained.

For low

levels of sulfonation this plot demonstrates a linear relationship with

slightly positive slope, but above 10 mole percent sulfonation, the DSC

determined Tg's differ significantly from such linear behavior.
Figures 3-3 through 3-6 represent the temperature dependencies of
the tensile storage and loss moduli (E

fonated polypentenamers

.

f

and E") at 11 Hz. for the sul-

The E" behavior of sample PPSO Na(2) shown in
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Figure 3-3 displays three relaxation
regions.
are labeled a,

6

,

These three relaxations

and y in order of decreasing
temperature.

PPS0 Na(5) exhibits only two
relaxations, a
3
y relaxation centered around -130'C.

S

relaxation at -72°C. and a

As is shown in Figure 3-4,
the a

relaxation is absent in the E" plot of
sample PPS0 Na(5)
3

around O'C. for sample PPSO^adO)

Sa mp le

,

but is present

In addition, sample PPS0 Na(10)

.

3

displays a

8

relaxation at -49°C. and a
y relaxation at -120°C.

Figures

3-5 and 3-6 show the dynamic mechanical
responses of both dry and water

saturated samples of materials PPS0 Na(15)
and PPSO Na(20) respectively.
3
3
In this context "dry" means that the
sample was stored in a desiccator

under vacuum and only exposed to atmospheric
moisture, while "water

saturated" means that the sample was allowed

to

stand submerged in dis-

tilled water at room temperature until it reached
a constant weight.
The dynamic mechanical spectra of the PPSO Na(15)
samples given in

Figure 3-5 show that the dry material displays all three
relaxations

with the a occurring at 25°C, the

6

at -35

°C, and the

y at -123°C.

The water saturated sample absorbed 72% of its dry weight in water,
which

corresponds

to

roughly 23 water molecules per sulfonate group.

seen in Figure 3-5 that the

ct

It is

relaxation is not observable when the ma-

terial is saturated with water, but the

8

and y relaxations remain at

the same temperatures as the dried samples.

Also very noticeable in the

dynamic mechanical behavior of sample PPS0 Na(15) is the fact that the
3
tensile storage modulus decreases rapidly at the temperature of the

g

relaxation for the water saturated case, while decreasing much more
gradually and in two steps for the dry sample, with these two steps co-

inciding with the temperatures of the a and

8

relaxations.

For sample

80

PPSO Na(20) Figure 3-6 shows a,
3
and water saturated cases.

6,

and y relaxations for both
the dry

The E" plot for the dry material
demonstrates

that at this level of sulfonation the a
relaxation occurring at 12°C.
is

the dominant relaxation mechanism, while
the

8

relaxation is reduced

in magnitude relative to the less highly
sulfonated samples studied, and

appears almost as a shoulder on the a relaxation
peak.

The tensile

storage modulus shows virtually no change at the
temperature of the

8

relaxation, but decreases rapidly at the temperature
of the a relaxation.

At this level of sulfonation, the material absorbed
84% of its

initial weight when submerged overnight in distilled water.

sample PPS0 Na(15)
3

sulfonate group.

,

This, as in

corresponds to roughly 23 molecules of water per

The dynamic mechanical behavior of the water saturated

sample as shown in Figure 3-6, displays an 80 °C. decrease in the temperature of the a relaxation, from 12°C. for the dry sample
for the water treated material.
the

8

to

-63°C.

At the same time the temperature of

relaxation remains unaffected, though its magnitude is observed to

increase slightly.

The y relaxation becomes narrower and decrease.;

slightly in temperature with water uptake and the tensile storage modulus
exhibits a catastrophic decrease in conjunction with the
at

-35°C, rather than

in the dry material.

8

relaxation

the temperature of the a relaxation as it does

A summary of the temperatures at which each of the

relaxations is observed to occur at 11 Hz. for the materials investigated in this work is compiled in Table 3-2.

Discussion

The behavior of sample PPS0 Na(2) when studied by DSC can be
3

81

TABLE 3-2

Temperatures 3 of Relaxations in
Sulfonated Poly pen tenamers (°C. at
11

Sample
PPS0 Na(2)
3

a (E")

-8

PPS0 Na(5)
3

g

(E")

Hz.)

Y (E")

-77

-130

-72

-130

PPS0 Na(10)

0

-49

-120

PPS0 3 Na(15)

25

-35

-123

PPSO Na(20)

12

-35

-120

36

-123

35

-134

3

3

PPS0 Na(15); H 0
3
2
PPS0 Na(20); H 0
3
2

a.

-68

All temperatures have error bounds of * 3° C.
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readily explained by the fact
that polypentenamers
containing a high
content of trans double bonds are
known to form trans double
bond-

containing

crystals.^

Since these crystals

^

&

^^

room temperature, the rapid cooling
used in the DSC experiment

(

320°C.

/minute) quenches the sample and
inhibits crystal formation during
the
cooling cycle. Upon heating the sample
at a rate of 20 °C. /minute

starting from -120°C, crystals can form
once the temperature of the
material is adequately above Tg.

The formation of these trans double

bond-containing crystals accounts for the
exotherm seen at -65°C,
while the endotherm present at 11°C. results
from the melting of such
crystals.

It is

therefore seen in this study that at a degree
of sul-

fonation of 1.9 mole percent, the concentration
of pendant sulfonate
groups is not hign enough to completely disrupt
the formation of

crystals, but at 6.3 percent sulfonation and above,
the pendant group

concentration is sufficient to suppress crystallization.
The plot of glass transition temperature versus mole percent
sul-

fonation for the samples in this study shown in Figure 3-2 is unusual

with respect to typical copolymers, but has been previously observed in
ion-containing copolymers. 9 10
'

Matsuura and Eisenberg have reported that

for ethyl acrylate based ionomers, the Tg increases linearly with the

concentration of salt groups at low concentrations of such groups, but
eventually begins to deviate substantially from this typical copolymertype of behavior by rising sharply.

Furthermore it was observed that

the concentration of salt groups at which the Tg begins to deviate from

the typical copolymer type of linearity is the same concentration at

which the time-temperature superposition of viscoelastic behavior

is
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observed to break down.

Since such nonsuperpossibilitv
is taken as

evidence for ion clustering,

U. 12

thla seems tQ suggest

^^^

tion of the glass transition temperature
from typical copolymer behavior

correlates with the critical concentration
of salt grouos necessarv
for the formation of micro-phase separated
domains.
If such is the
case, the plot of glass transition temperature
versus mole percent

sulfonation shown in Figure 3-2 indicates the
presence of ionic clusters
in polypentenamers sulfonated above a level
of roughly 10 mole percent.

The dynamic mechanical properties of the
sulfonated polypentenamers

combine with the differential scanning calorimetry
results to give

much clearer idea of the transition behavior of
these materials.

a

A

discussion of the dynamic mechanical behavior of these
derivatives

is

best understood, however, by examining each relaxation region
indi-

vidually.

a relaxation .

As shown in the results section of this paper, the
a

relaxation is present in sample PPS0 Na(2), disappears for sample
3
PPS03Na(5), but then reappears in sample PPS0 Na(10) and is present in
3
all samples sulfonated above 10 mole percent.

In addition, for

samples sulfonated above 10 mole percent the magnitude of the a relaxation increases as the degree of sulfonation increases.

In view of the

DSC results for these materials and dynamic mechanical studies on poly-

pentenamers with other pendant groups,

it is concluded that the

origin of the a relaxation in sample PPS0.jNa(2) differs from that for
the more highly substituted materials.

For polypentenamers with

a

high content of trans double bonds which are either unsubstituted or

84

only substituted to a low degree.

m

a

relaxation

present Hue to

is

the m.ltiB| of the trans double
botld-contaitliltg cry.tal..

Since

tmmU

PPS0 Na(2) Is known from the DSC results
to crystallize, it seems
3
likelv
that the a relaxation for this material
is due to the melting of
these

crystals.

The absence of an a relaxation In
FPSC^NaCS), which is known

from DSC to be noncrystalline, tends to verify
this assignment.
The concentration of sulfonate groups at which
the DSC determined

Tg's begin to deviate from typical copolymer
behavior corresponds with
the concentration of sulfonate groups at which the
mechanical a relaxa-

tion reappears.

The fact that the magnitude of the a relaxation in-

creases as the degree of sulfonation increases suggests that
it is

related to

a

separate ionic phase.

This postulate

is

further reinforced

bv the fact that the a relaxation is "plasticized" or decreases
sub-

stantially in temperature when the sulfonated pol ypentenamer samples
are saturated with water.

posed ionic clusters,

6

*

7

Tf a separate ionic phase, such as the prois present

in these materials,

one would expect

water to migrate to this phase and to avoid the hydrocarhon matrix.
Such behavior would result in

a

preferential plasticization of ionic

phase relaxations with little or no effect on hydrocarhon relaxations.
This is exactly the type of phenomenon observed in these samples
a

relaxation is assigned to the ionic phase and the

amorphous hydrocarbon matrix.

8

fact due to a relaxation mechanism which occurs in

relaxation to the

10 mole percent
a

is

in

separate ionic

phase and is evidence for the presence of ionic clusters
.

the

This leads to the conclusion that the

a relaxation observed in samples sulfonated above

nated polypentenamers

if

in

the sulfo-

Moreover the dependence of the ionic phase

85

a relaxation on sulfonate concentration
suggests that ionic clusters

occur only above a critical concentration
of roughly 10 mole percent
sulfonation.

This conclusion is consistent with
the interpretation

given for the Tg behavior of these materials.

B

relaxation.

The

8

relaxation is believed to be due to the
micro-

brownian segmental motion which accompanies the
glass transition of the
amorphous hydrocarbon matrix.

The manner in which the

8

relaxation

magnitude changes as the sulfonate concentration changes
suggests its
amorphous hydrocarbon phase origin.

For sample PPS0 Na(2)
3

slightly crystalline, the magnitude of the

8

$

which is

relaxation is less than

for the completely amorphous sample PPS0 Na(5).
3

For samples PPSn Na(10),
3

PPS0 Na(15), and PPSO Na(20), the magnitude of the
3
3

8

relaxation decreases

as the degree of sulfonation increases, due to the increasing volume of

ma terial present in the ionic phase.
mo dulus accompanying the

B

The large decrease in storage

relaxation is a further indication that it

arises from the glass-to- rubber transition.

The most conclusive evi-

dence, however, is the correlation which exists between the DSC de-

termined Tg's and the

8

relaxation temperatures.

sample PPSO 3 Na(20), this correlation is very good.

With the exception of
In the case of

sample PPSO 3 Na(20), it is possible that the second order transition ob-

served by DSC corresponds to the dominant

a

relaxation of the ionic

phase rather than the glass transition of the amorphous hydrocarbon
phase.

y

relaxation

.

All of the sulfonated polvpentenamers display a well-

defined mechanical

v

relaxation.

It has long been known that three or

,

86

more CH

2

units in sequence are necessary
for the appearance of

relaxation, 13 and

u

has been proposed

^

^

a y

^

crankshaft motion of the three methylene
groups between the double
bonds, after the mechanism of Boyd and
Breitling," can account for
the Y process observed in unsubs tituted
polypentenamers. 15 .^ It

seems likely that this same mechanism explains
the mechanical y relaxation observed for the sulfonated materials.

phonate, 3 thioglycolate

A

The fact that the phos-

and cyano 17 substituted polypentenamers
ex-

hibit identical behavior in this region further reinforces
the proposal
that the y relaxation mechanism involves segments of the
polvmer chain

other than the pendant groups.

Conclusions

The dynamic mechanical and differential scanning calorimetry results for sulfonated polypentenamers combine to give strong evidence
for the existence of ionic clusters in these materials.

In addition

they suggest that these clusters are only present above a critical

sulfonate concentration of 10 mole percent.

These conclusions are

based on the existence of an ionic phase a relaxation for materials

sulfonated above 10% and the deviation of the Tg versus percent sulfonation plot from typical copolymer-type behavior at this same concentration.

'

'
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CHAPTER

IV

THERMAL DYNAMIC MECHANICAL, AND
DIELECTRIC PROPEPTIES
OF HYDROGENATED, SULFONATED

POLYPENTEnS

Introduction
We have previously reported the

sulfation

of a polypentenamer

under reaction conditions which preclude
the formation of covalent

crosslinks.^

The sulfonated materials are isolated
in the form of

sodium salts to give ion-containing
elastomers.

The thermal and

dynamic mechanical properties of the
sulfonated polypentenamers indicate the existence of phase-separated
ionic clusters above a sulfonate

concentration of roughly 10 mole percent. 2

It has been shown*

that the

unsaturation in the sulfonated polypentenamers
can be removed by
diimide hydrogenation reaction to vield

a

a

material which is essentially
J

linear polyethylene with pendant sulfonate eroups.

Tn this manner the

effect of backbone crystallinity on the ability of an
ion-containing

polymer to form phase separated domains can be investigated.
By conducting a study on sulfonated polypentenamers
and their

hydrogenated derivatives, it is possible to look at materials which have
the identical chain backbone.

As a result such complications as vari-

ations in molecular weight, molecular weight distribution, and monomer

sequencing can be eliminated.

In this study we have employed thermal,

dynamic mechanical, and dielectric relaxation techniques to investigate
four series of hydrogenated, sulfonated polypentenamers.

The level of

sulfonation present in these systems ranges from 2.9 to 19.1 mole
percent.

By varying the sulfonate concentrations and thermal histories
88

89

of the samples in this study,
much can be learned about
the origins of
the various relaxations which
these materials display. The
results of
this investigation can then be
compared with the results of
previous

investigations carried out in this
laboratory on the properties of

phosphonylat e d3 and thioglycolate substituted*
polypentenamers to
yield a better understanding of the effects
of the nature and concentration of pendant groups on the behavior
of ion-containing polymers.
The desired comparisons of this study
are obscured somewhat by
three factors.

The first and most serious of these
is the fact that

elemental analysis of the hydrogenated

,

sulfonated polypentenamers

indicates the presence of nitrogen in these materials.

While the weight

percent of nitrogen Is low, its exact origin cannot be
determined.
is found

It

that the amount of nitrogen present increases as the
degree

of sulfonation increases, which suggests that the nitrogen
results

either from a side reaction during the hydrogenation step which is aided
by the pendant sulfonate groups or from DMF, the solvent used in the hy-

drogenation reaction, which is "bound" to the polar polymer.

A second

drawback is the fact that the degree of ionization in these materials
varies from a low of 64% to 100%.

A third factor is that the sulfonate

salts pendant to the hydrogenated polypentenamer backbone have a propen-

sity to absorb water from the atmosphere.

As a result the materials

investigated in this study are not completely dry but do hold some water.
The dynamic mechanical results of this study demonstrate that back-

bone crystallinity plays an important role in the properties of these

materials.

Moreover it is observed that thermal history affects the

properties of the materials investigated in a more complex manner than

,

90

can be explained by simple changes
in the degree of crystallinity.
At
low levels of sulfation the
materials generally behave very
much
like linear polyethylene, but this
behavior is modified significantly
as the level of sulfonation is
increased.

Evidence is clearly present

for the existence of an ionic phase
relaxation which supports the pro-

posed model for microphase separated
domains.
of crystallinity however,

5, 6, 7

Due to the effects

the concentration at which the
ionic phase

relaxation first occurs cannot be unambiguously
determined.

While

the dielectric results are consistent with
the conclusions drawn from

the dynamic mechanical investigation, the known
presence of impurities
in these systems and the occurrence of an
undetermined interfacial

phenomenon prohibits a rigorous interpretation of the data
obtained
in the dielectric experiments.

Experimental

Materials

.

The starting polypentenamer (PP) was kindly provided by the

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company.

It contains 82% trans and

double bonds with fewer than 1% vinyl side groups.
averages are M

n

=

172,000 and M
w

=

470,000.

17% cis

The molecular weight

The polypentenamer was sul-

fonated using a 1:1 complex of sulfur trioxide to triethyl phosphate in

chloroform at room temperature.

The sulfonated material is neutralized

by precipitating the reaction mixture into a 0.25 M solution of NaOH
in ethanol.

The unsaturated product is then stabilized with hydroquinone

dried, put into solution using

a

mixed solvent system of DMF with

a

chlorinated aromatic (either chlorobenzene or 1,2, A- trichlorobenzene)
and treated with p-toluenesulf onyl hydrazide (TSH).

The reaction scheme

,
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is

detailed elsewhere 1 and summarized
below:

%

4CH 2 CH 2CH 2 CH-a

+

S0 :0=P(OEt)
3

Na0H/Et

™

3

RT

pp

1:1

-Ka

2

CH CH CB-C«j
2

eCH CH CH

2

2

2

CH=CH

(1 )

2

SO Na

PPSO^Na random copolymer

^

0

PPS0 Na
3

+

CH

/

==

\ll

<x^SNHmi 2
3

DMF/chlorinated aromatic
j

130-135°C.

II

0

-f(cn

2

)

5

4y

KCHO.CHJv
nTz

^"r^

(2)

sn Na
3

HyPPSO-Na

Characterization data for the samples investigated in this study
are
collected in Table 4-1.
The hydrogenated, sulfonated polypentenamers were compression

molded into films suitable for differential scanning calorimetry,
dynamic mechanical, and dielectric measurements.
by preheating at 140-145°C. for
145°C. and 20,000 psi. for

5

5

Films were prepared

minutes and then pressing at 140-

minutes.

Annealed samples were prepared

by placing air cooled films between two metal platens and storing in

vacuum oven at 80°C. for three days.

The platens were necessary to

prevent the films from becoming fluted during the annealing process.
Quenched materials were prepared by submerging the films in

a drv

a
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TABLE 4-1

Characterization Data for Hydrogenated, Sulfonated
Polypentename rs

Sample

Mole %
Sulfonation

HyPPS0 3 Na(2)

2.9

66

0.37

HyPPS0 3 Na(5)

6.3

84

1.02

HyPPSO 3 Na(10)

9.4

100

1.54

HyPPSO 3 Na(20)

19.1

64

3.48

Wt. %
%

Neutralization

Nitrogen
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ice-isopropanol bath immediately
after they were re.ovea
from the press.
The resulting q uenched and
annealed films were stored
in a desiccator
under vacuum at room temperature
and in the
absence of light until use.

Water saturated samples were
prepared by storing film
samples
overnight in distilled water at room
temperature. The rate of water
uptake was not measured.

Measurements .

Differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) measurements were

carried out in

a

Perkin-Elmer instrument, model DSC
II.

The scanning

speed was 20°C./minute in all cases,
and indium was used as
The temperature range scanned was -50°
to 180°c.

a

standard.

The peak temperature

of the melting endotherm was taken
as the melting point of the polymer

crystals.

Dynamic mechanical measurements were carried out
on
dynamic viscoelastometer

,

a

Vibron

model DDV-II (Toyo Measuring Instruments Co.).

The temperature range was from -160° to 150°C.
and the frequencies

employed were 3.5, 11, and 110 Hz.

Samples were heated at a rate of

1-2°C. /minute under dry nitrogen.

Dielectric measurements were carried out using

a

General Radio

capacitance measuring assembly of the transformer-ratio-arm bridge
type (model 1620 A), in conjunction with a three- terminal cell (Bals-

baugh type LD-3) having 53 mm. diameter electrodes.

Capacitance and

measurements were carried out at 0.1,

and 100 kHz. over

tan

&

e

a temperature range of -160°

to 100°C.

1,

10,

Low temperature variation was

achieved by cooling the cell with liquid nitrogen and then regulating
the flow of dry, chilled nitrogen gas through the cell.

Heating above

94

room temperature was achieved with
a heating element
regulated by two
variacs, and was accompanied by a steady
flow of dry nitrogen through
the
sample chamber. The temperature was
increased at a rate of 1-2°C./
minute throughout the experiment. DC
resistance measurements were made
using a General Radio megohmeter, Type
1862 A.
To prevent the films
from sticking to the electrode surface,
one side was covered with a
thin

layer of aluminum foil.

Results

DSC measurements.

The DSC traces obtained at

a

scan rate of 20'C./minute

for the hydrogenated, sulfonated polypentenamers
are somewhat unique
in that two distinct endotherms are present in
all of the samples.

Figure 4-1 shows the DSC behavior of the quenched HyPPS0 Na
samples.
3

From this figure it can be seen that the low temperature endo therm
occurs between 55 and 60°C. for each sample and increases in magnitude
as the degree of sulfonation increases.

The higher temperature endo-

therm, on the other hand, decreases in both magnitude and temperature
as

the level of sulfonation increases.

The existence of a second, low

temperature endotherm in the DSC curves of ethy lene-based ionomers has

been observed previously^ and has been related to
annealing phenomenon.

As a result,

a

room temperature

the effect of room temperature

annealing on the DSC behavior of sample HyPPSC^Na (10) was investigated.
The results are shown in Figure 4-2.

increasing the time

a

It is clear from these data that

sample is maintained at room temperature causes

a

resulting increase in the magnitude of the endotherm which occurs around
55°C. while no significant change takes place in the higher temperature
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HyPPS0 3

Na (10)

E

'

1

1

1

'

1

1

1

0

1

50

1

1

1

I

I

ill

100

TEMPERATURE,
Figure 4-2.

1

I

i

ii

150

°C

DSC results for HyPPSO Na(10) films with the following
3
thermal histories: A) annealed 3 days at 80°C. and stored
30 days at room temperature, B) quenched and immediately
observed, C) annealed % hour at 25°C.
D) annealed 1 hour
at 25°C.
E) quenched and stored at room temperature for
,

,

30 days.
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endotherm.
Table 4-2 lists the weight percent
crystallinities determined for
the
AH
f

sables in

this study.

These represent the ratio
of

AH

f

/ A„

u where

is the experimental enthalpy
of fusion and AH^ is the
enthalpy

of fusion for the hypothetical
100% crystalline polymer.

Since the sam-

ples in this study display two endotherms,
A Hf is based on the
entire
area enclosed by the two peaks, including
the area between the two peaks,

since the DSC curve does not return to
the original baseline over
this

portion of the scan.

Owing to the bulkiness of the
sulfonate group, it

is assumed that these groups are
completely excluded from the crystalline

phase.

As a result, the value of AH determined
by the polymer-diluent
U

technique for fully hydrogenated polypentenamer
gm. 9 was used.

,

evaluated as 59 cal./

While this value is appropriate for an unsubstituted,

fully hydrogenated polypentenamer crystal of infinite
thickness, it

might be reduced if the crystals are small.

In addition, while the

sulfonate groups may be excluded from the crystal lattice, their
presence
at the crystalline surface may distort the crystal lattice and thereby

reduce

a Hu

further.

In spite of these drawbacks however,

the DSC results

seem to give a good relative determination of the crystallinity present
in these systems.

Dynamic mechanical measurements

.

The dynamic mechanical results for

both quenched and annealed samples of the four materials investigated
are presented in the form of E' and E" plots against temperature in

Figures 4-3 to 4-6.

These figures display the presence of four relaxation

regions in each of the samples examined.

Basing the labelling of these

)
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TABLE 4-2

^

s
lln ""s
Melting Points of
HvP?so
HyPPSOjNa
FUms for "J
Eheovibron and Dielectric Study

C

IVIT 7

Mechanical
Wt. Percent
Crystallinitv
Tm(°C) a

Sample

HyPPS0oNa(2)A

Diel
Wt. Percent

Crystallinitv

Tm( °C)

54

127

54

126

47

122

39

124

HyPPS0 Na(5)A
3

52

120

46

119

HyPPS0 3 Na(5)Q

37

120

32

118

HyPPS0 3 Na(10)A

34

115

27

116

HyPPS0 Na(10)Q
3

22

10

7

21

107

HyPPSO Na(20)A
3

13

96

4

96

HyPPSO Na(20)Q
3

9

97

M a n\n
Hvpp^n
rrou2iNd
£

n.y

a.

v.

Taken as the point where the melting endotherm displays
maximum
excursion from the baseline in the DSC scan.
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relaxations on the nomenclature used for
polyethylene, they shall be
termed a, 8, Y* and y in order of decreasing
temperature.

For sample

HyPPS0 Na(2) shown in Figure 4-3, it is
seen that the temperature and
3

magnitude of the a relaxation increases with
annealing, while the
Y

B

and

relaxations demonstrate virtually no change
associated with the thermal

history.

The relaxation labelled

/

does aopear somewhat larger for the

annealed case than it does for the quenched sample.

Samples HyPPS0 Na(5)
3

and HyPPS0 Na(10) react identically to their
changing thermal histories.
3

For both materials the a relaxation is observed to
increase in both

magnitude and temperature on annealing, while the

6

and Y

?

relaxations

remain relatively unchanged with respect to temperature, though
some-

what greater in magnitude in going from the annealed to the quenched
Both samples display essentially no effect of thermal history on

case.

the behavior of the y relaxation.

A discussion of the effect of thermal

history on the behavior of sample HyPPSO Na(20) must be prefaced by noting
3
that the annealing temperature of S0°C. used in this study is very close
to the melting temperature observed by DSC for this material, so the

change in crystallinity between the quenched and annealed samples is

quite small as shown in Table 4-2.

Nonetheless Figure 4-6 demonstrates

the fact that the a relaxation increases somewhat in magnitude while de-

creasing just slightly in temperature with annealing.

The

g

relaxa-

tion, which is distinct in the quenched case, merges with the a relaxation

peak to become virtually indistinguishable in the annealed sample.
the y

1

Both

and y relaxations increase in magnitude on annealing, while dis-

playing no change in position.

A summary of the relaxation temperatures

determined for these samples at 11 Hz. is given in Table 4-3.

From this

TABLE 4-3

Temperatures 3 of Mechanical
Relaxations in
Hydrogenated Sulfonated
Polypentenamers

"c

HyPPS0 Na(2)A
3

-115

HyPPS0 Na(5)A
3

at 11 H

.45

2Q

6Q

-113

_ 50

3Q

...

HyPPS0 3 Na(10)A

-H 5

- 80

15

50

HyPPSO Na(20)A
3

-133

-83

20

15

riyPPS0 Na(2)Q
3

-113

-60

10

43

HyPPS0 3 Na(5)Q

-110

-60

12

43

HyPPS0 Na(10)Q
3

-120

-65

0

46

UyPPSO Na(20)Q
3

-120

-90

-33

25

a.

All temperatures have error bounds of ± 3°C.

^
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table it can be seen that the temperature
of both the a and y'
relaxations clearly decrease as the degree
of sulfonation is increased.

both the quenched and annealed cases
the

B

relaxation is seen to

in temperature on going from sample
HyPPS0 Na(2) to HyPPSC^Na
(5)
3

For
in,crease

,

but

then drop as the degree of sulfonation is
increased above the level
found in sample HyPPS0 Na(5)
3

.

The temperature of the
y relaxation dis-

plays no significant change with variations in
the sulfonation level.
The effect of water on the dynamic mechanical
behavior of a hydro-

genated, sulfonated polypentenamer is displayed in
Figure 4-7 for a

quenched film of sample HyPPSC^Na (20)

.

The sample labelled "dry" had

been stored in a desiccator under vacuum at room temperature
until
studied and had only been exposed to the moisture in the air.

The water

plasticized sample, on the other hand, had been stored overnight in
beaker of distilled water at room temperature.

a

This process resulted

in a water uptake equivalent to 43% of the initial weight of the sample,

which corresponds to roughly 11 water molecules per sulfonate group.

It

can be seen in Figure 4-7 that the a relaxation, which is the dominant

relaxation mechanism in this material, is shifted from

a

temperature of

25°C. for the dry sample to -70°C. for the water plasticized sample.

This result parallels the behavior seen previously in water studies on
the unhydrogenated, sulfonated polypentenamers.

The a relaxation region undergoes significant changes as the degree
of sulfonation is increased.

tan

5

This is best demonstrated in the plot of

versus temperature given in Figure 4-8 for annealed films of the

four materials studied.

The magnitude of the

ot

relaxation peak is seen

to increase steadily with increasing sulfonation, while its position
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PPS0 3 Na (2)
o HyPPS0 Na (5)
3
A HyPPS0 Na(IO)
3
A HyPPS0 Na(20)
3
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Figure 4-8.

Comparative tan 5 results for annealed HyPPSC^Na filns in
the region of the a relaxation.

,
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clearly decreases in temperature.

Figure 4-9 shows the tan

6

versus

temperature behavior of both quenched and
annealed films of sample

HyPPS0 3 Na(10).

Thecal history alters

the behavior of the a relaxation

in a different fashion than does the
level of sulfonation.

While in-

creasing the level of sulfonation causes the
magnitude of the

a relaxa-

tion to increase with a corresponding temperature
decrease, annealing

causes both magnitude and temperature to increase.

temperatures determined from tan

6

The a relaxation

measurements are included in Table

4-3.

Dielectri c measurements

.

Dielectric measurements on the hydrogenated

sulfonated polypentenamers suffer from several drawbacks.

Amonr these

are the fact that these materials are known to possess some absorbed

water, they contain a small amount of nitrogen in an undetermined form,
and they are heterogeneous in that they contain both an amornhous and
a

crystalline phase as well as an apparent ionic ohase.

plot of tan

6

£

A

comparative

values against temnerature for three of the samples is

disDlayed in Figure 4-10.

It is seen that the behavior of the observed

relaxation, which we have labelled
of the mechanical a relaxation.

a,

correlates well with the behavior

Both are found to increase in magnitude

and decrease in temperature as the degree of sulfonation increases.

For

sample HyPPSO^Na^) the tan 6^ versus temperature plot does not display
a

relaxation maximum in this region, though the magnitude of tan

6

does increase continuously above -40°C, and reaches a value of 0.15 at
100 C.
(20)

The tan 6^ values measured for samnles HyPPS0 3 Na (5)

,

(10),

however, are extremely larpe and clearly continue to increase

and
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results for sample HyPPSO-jNa(lO)
(o) quenched.
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Figure 4-10.

Tan C behavior for annealed HyPPS03Ma materials in the
region of the a relaxation.
<5

.

Ill

sharply above the relaxation region.

Correcting for d.c. conductivity

results in only a moderate decrease
in the tan

6

£

values.

It appears

that the a relaxation is superimposed
on some other phenomenon
occurring
in these materials and obscuring
the dielectric relaxation
studies.

The behavior of tan

6

£

below 0°C. for all four of the
materials in-

vestigated in this study is displayed
in Figure 4-11.

A low temperature

dielectric relaxation centered between -70
and -80°C. appears
in these systems.

the

6

This relaxation will be labelled

6

.

to exist

The magnitude of

relaxation clearly increases as the
degree of sulfation increases

For the more highly sulfonated samples
the

8

relaxation appears as

a

low

temperature shoulder on the much larger a
relaxation, but in all cases
the

8

relaxation is distinguishable.

relaxations other than the a and the
While the tan

8

is present in these materials.

values measured for the materials in this study

6€

are unusually large,

No evidence for any dielectric

the dielectric constants measured likewise
increase

tremendously in the region of the a relaxation.
temperature dependence of

HyPPS0 3 Na(10).

at 0.1 kHz.

e»

for an annealed film of sample

For this material the value of

that the figure was prepared by plotting log

Such a large change in the

dielectric relaxation.

e

'

Figure 4-12 shows the

e*

e'

increases so rapidly

against temperature.

value cannot be accounted for by a simple

Similar

e'

behavior was seen for samples

HyPPS0 Na(5) and HyPPSO Na(20)
3
3

Discussion

Thermal properties

.

systems display both

The results of the DSC experiments on the HyPPSO^Ma
a

high temperature and a lower temperature
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Tan 5 G behavior of annealed HyPPSC^Na materials at low
temperatures.
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endotherm for all samples investigated.

The nature of the high
tem-

perature peak is unaffected hy annealing
at room temperature for
Ion,
periods of time, but annealing at 30°C.
for three days causes
this

high temperature endotherm to increase
in magnitude, increase in
temperature and become significantly
sharpened. While the high tem-

perature endotherm is independent of effects
occurring at room temperature,

the lower temperature peak exists only
when the material has been

maintained at ambient conditions for a moderate
period of time.

The

magnitude of this endotherm is related both
to the amount of time

a

sample spends at room temperature and to the
level of sulfonation.

Its

temperature is independent of composition, but it does
appear to be

a

function of the time maintained at room temperature.

According to Flory, 10 the dependence of the equilibrium
melting
point on the concentration of crvstallizable units in

a

random copolymer

should be given by the equation

y\

'

•

-*/AH u In N

(3)

A

where Tm is the melting point of the copolymer, T ° that of the crystalm
line homopolymer,

is the mole fraction of crystallizable units in the

copolymer, and AH U is the heat of fusion per mole of homopolymer repeat
unit.

A plot of 1/Tm against - In N A for annealed films of the HyPPSf^Na

copolymers is given in Figure 4-13, where T m is taken as the temperature
at which the high melting endotherm displays maximum excursion from the

baseline.

It is seen that a straight line results and

that the intercept

gives a T m ° value of 132. 5°C. which agrees well with the T m of 131

8

C.
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0

0.2

0.1

0.3

-In N A
Figure 4-13.

Plot of 1/Tm versus -In N A for annealed films of
hydrogenated sulfonated polypentenamers.
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determined experimentally for the
completely hydrogenated
The slope yields a AH value of 347
C el./mo le of (-CH -)
U
which la less
2
than half the AH value of 802
cal./tnole of (- C H -) determined
U
by the
2

polymer-diluent technique for fully
saturated PP.

It ls commonly Sfien

for polymers however, that the AH
U value determined by the copolymer

method is less than that determined by
the diluent method. U

This

discrepancy is generally attributed both
to the inability to measure
the
equilibrium melting point in such systems
and to the inability to

achieve equilibrium conditions during the
crystallization process.
is seen then that

It

the position of the high temperature
endotherm quali-

tatively depends on composition in the manner
predicted by theory for

random copolymers.
is

Its failure to comply quantitatively with
theory

typical of most copolymer systems.

Marx and Cooper have demonstrated that in ethylene-based
systems,
the ease of forming a low temperature melting peak in the nsc
scan by

annealing at room temperature increases slightly in Roing from low

density polyethylene to ethylene-methacrylic acid copolymers, but

is

dramatically augmented when the methacrylic acid units are neutralized
O
to sodium salts. 0

Since the acid and salt groups are assumed to be

excluded from the crystal lattice, Marx and Cooper suggest that the distance between the non-crystallizable repeat units in each chain segment
is

the maximum lamellar thickness into which that chain segment can fit.

They propose that long, uninterrupted runs of ethylene repent units

give rise to the crystals which melt at the higher temperatures while

crystallites composed of short, imperfect polyethylene segments between
more closely spaced acid or salt groups result in the lower melting

.
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crystals.

This does not explain the reason
for discrete endotherms

as opposed to one quite broad melting
peak however, nor does it add
ress

the question of why the effect is
more distinct for the
ion-containing

systems than for the ethylene-methacrylic
acid copolymers.
It has been shown that in
ethylene-methacrylic acid copolymers,

the supercooling required before
crystallization occurs increases as

the acid groups are neutralized. 12,13

This phenomenon has been attribut-

ed to the increase in melt viscosity which
has been shown to be signi-

ficantly higher in ionomers than in ethylene-methacrylic
acid copolymers
or in unsubstituted polyethylene 1A

If the changes in supercooling and

melt viscosity are considered along with the ideas
proposed bv Marx and
Cooper, an explanation for the thermal behavior of the
HyPPSO.Na systems
can be proposed.

The longer, uninterrupted runs of polvethylene repeat

units crystallize on cooling to yield the higher melting crystals.

The

average length of such runs, and therefore the resulting lamellar
thickness, decreases as the level of sulfonation increases which explains
the dependence of the high temperature endotherm position on composition.

High local viscosity causes the shorter polyethylene segments between

closely spaced pendant groups to refrain from crystallizing initially
on quenching.

When the samples are annealed at 80°C. for three days the

annealing temperature causes all but the longest polyolefin sequences
to melt.

When the samples are stored at room temperature for reasonable

periods of time, however, these smaller polyethylene segments gradually
crystallize.

The size of these secondary crystals is so small, though,

that their lamellar thickness is undisturbed by increased levels of sub-

stitution, which explains the failure of the lower temperature endotherm

S
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to display a temperature dependence on
composition.

Annealing at room

temperature results in thickening of the small
lamellae, which accounts
for the slight increase in the melting point
of the small crystals after

several days at room temperature.

The increased magnitude of the low

temperature endotherm with increasing sulfonation simply
reflects the

greater number of short ethylene sequences as the number
of pendant
groups is raised.
Since the lower melting crystallites are assumed to be in the
form
of chain-folded lamellae, a first approximation of the thickness
ex-

pected for these lamellae can be obtained from the equation

Tm = T

°

(1 -

2a

/UP

(4)

)

where T m is the measured melting temperature, T °
m

the melting point

is

of an infinitely thick crystal, o is the surface free energy,
Q

lamellar thickness, and AH U is the heat of fusion.

I

is the

This equation has

been derived in several crystallization theories including those of

Lauritzen and Hoffman," Frank and Tosi,^ and Sanchez and Dinar zio.^
Using values of the variables determined for polyethylene, the lamellar
thickness of those crystallites melting at 57°C. is calculated to be
o

between 35 and 42A, depending on which values for o e

,

T m ° and AH U are
o

used.

Since the polyethylene unit cell displays a spacing of 2.53A

along the fiber axis and since this unit cell distance incorporates two

methylene groups,

1

the lamellar thickness determined using this equa-

tion corresponds to between 27 and 33 methylene groups.

Obviously the

average spacing between sulfonated groups will depend on the degree of

sulfonation for the HyPPSO-jNa materials, but from the synthetic work it
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is known that

bonds.

sulfation

occurs preferentially across
the cis double

If successive cis bonds are
sulfonated,

1

the average distance

between the sulfonate groups then should
be roughly six repeat units,
based on the cis/trans ratio of the
starting polypentenamer. For
the

hydrogenated derivatives this corresponds
to 28-30 methylene groups.
It would appear from these rough
calculations,

then, that the poly-

ethylene segments between the more closely
spaced pendant groups are
long enough to account for the lower melting
crystals.

The fact that crystals can be formed and
annealed at room temperature in these systems can also be cited as
evidence that the glass tran-

sition temperature of these materials is sufficiently
below room temperature.

If

the amorphous material were glassy at room temperature,

there could not be sufficient large scale motion to allow the
formation
of such crystals.

This information can be applied in the interpretation

of the dynamic mechanical relaxations as will be seen.
a glass

terials

No indication of

to rubber relaxation was found in the DSC scans of these ma.

Dynamic mechanical properties .

Hydrogenation of sulfonated polypentena-

mers to give a crys tallizable backbone results in significant changes
in the dynamic mechanical properties of the materials.

The rather clear-

cut behavior of the ion-containing elastomers is transformed to a much

more complex system affected by such variables as thermal history and
degree of crys tallinity when the unsaturated linkages are converted to

methylene groups.

As a result the dynamic mechanical behavior of the

HyPPS03Na materials should be examined in the light of previous studies
on polyethylene, ethylene-based ionomers, and hydrogenated polypentenamers
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as well as unsaturated
sulfonated polypentenamers.

This is best

accomplished by analyzing each
relaxation region independently
as
done in the following discussion.
2 r6laXatlon -

polypentenamers, 20,

™e
21

i

relaxation in polyethylene,"
hydrogenateid

and ethylene-based copolymers 22
ls found tQ depend

on the presence of polyethylene
crystals.

This relaxation is generally

accepted as being composite in nature,
arising from both an interlamellar slip process^.

2*

and lntracrystalllne motion

.^.^

^

simultaneous rotation and translation of
chains within the crystal.

hydrogenated polypentenamers, three partially
merged

For

a peaks are ob-

served in the samples bearing a sufficient level
of crystallinity .

All

three of these peaks display a general increase
in both magnitude and

temperature with increasing crystallinity. 20
For the HyPPS0 Na materials the behavior of the
a relaxation is
3

more complex.

At any fixed level of sulfonation, annealing succeeds

in increasing the temperature and magnitude of the
a process.
as

However,

the level of sulfonation is increased the magnitude of the
a relaxa-

tion peak also increases, despite the fact that crystallinity drops

significantly in this direction.

Tn addition it is observed that while

the magnitude of the a peak increases with increasing sulfonation, the

temperature correspondingly decreases.

Such behavior indicates that

this a mechanism differs from that detected in polyethylene.

Tt is pro-

posed that the a relaxation observed in the HyPPSO^Na materials results
from the superposition of two distinct processes.

The one process is

the composite a relaxation process normally observed in polyethvlene-

based systems of sufficient crystallinity.

As the crystallinity of
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the materials studied decreases,

the contribution of
this complex pro-

cess to the . peak also decreases.

Accompanying this crys tallinity-

related process, though, is another
relaxation mechanism originating
in
a separate ionic phase.
It has previously been
suggested 2 *. 2 ? that a

relaxation reflecting motion in ionic
clusters or domains should occur
in ionomer systems and, in the case of
monovalent salts, this relaxation
should appear in the temperature range
50-100°C.

Such a relaxation has

been observed in ethylene-methacrylic acid
and ethylene-acrylic acid
based ionomers, 28" 3 ! in phosphonylated low-density
polyethylene,

32

and in the sodium salts of hydrogenated
thioglycolate-substituted
,

polypentenamers/

Evidence in this study suggests that

a

similar pro-

cess contributes greatly to the a relaxation observed
in the HyPPSC^Na

systems.
The proposal that the a relaxation is due in part to a relaxation

mechanism occurring in microphase separated ionic clusters
several factors.

is based on

The fact that the a peak increases in magnitude with

increasing sulfonation indicates that this relaxation

is related either

to the behavior of an ionic phase or to an amorphous phase mechanism,

since crystallinity decreases as the sulfonation level is raised.

The

trend of the a peak to increase in magnitude and temperature with

annealing however contradicts the assignment of this peak to an amorphous
phase origin.

Previous small angle x-ray work on ethylene-acrylic acid

based ionomers JJ suggests that annealing either increases or alters the

morphology of phase separated ionic clusters though, so the annealing

behavior of the a relaxation is consistent with the ionic phase assignment.

The strongest support for the proposed assignment however is found
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in the water studies conducted
on these materials,

if a separate

ionic phase is present in the systems
studied, one would expect
water
to migrate to the ionic clusters
and avoid the more
hydrophobic amorphous and crystalline hydrocarbon
regions. As Figure 4-7 shows
for the

quenched film of sample HyPPSO Na(20) the
dominant a relaxation
3

is shift

ed downward almost 95°C. when the
material is saturated with water,

demonstrating the significant plasticizing
effect that water has on the
0

relaxation mechanism, and reinforcing the
assignment of the a relaxa-

tion to an ionic phase origin.

The trend of the a relaxation to decrease
in temperature with in-

creasing sulfonation is related to the hydrophilicity
of these materials
As the level of sulfonation is raised, the ability
of the materials to

absorb water from the air is also raised.

Though attempts were made

to keep these systems reasonably free from water,
stringent drving pro-

cedures were not employed nor were extraordinary handling
precautions
taken to prevent the samples from having normal contact with the at-

mosphere as they were being prepared for dynamic mechanical testing.

As

the water study on these materials demonstrates, moisture can reduce
the temperature of the a relaxation significantly, so it would appear

that the varying amounts of water absorbed by the HyPPSOjNa materials

from the atmosphere account for the decreasing temperature of the a re-

laxation with increasing sulfonation.
g

relaxation

.

The mechanism which accounts for the

B

relaxation in

polyethylene has been a matter of some controversy for years

.

34, 35

Studies on hydrogenated polypentenamers-^*-^ have concluded that this re

laxation is due to the microbrownian segmental motion accompanying the
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glass transition and propose
that the Tg is very
dependent on crvstallinity.
Succeeding studies on substituted.
hydrogenated poiypent enamers have likewise assigned the
observed 8 relaxations
LCld xauions to K
be associated
with motions accompanying the
glass transition. 3, A, 36
Tn view Qf
background and the fact that the
8 relaxation in the
H y PPS0 Na materials
3
appears to increase in magnitude as
the degree of crystallinity
decreases, the assignment of this
relaxation to the glass-to-rubber
tran-

^

sition seems reasonable.
The glass transition in a material
of the type examined in
this

study is affected by several factors.
type arguments37,38 one WQuld expect
as

On the basis of simple copolymer-

^

^

the extent of sulfonation is increased.

temperature

^

Recent studies on ionomer

systems demonstrate however, that the onset of
clustering can cause
a

much more dramatic rise in Tg than can be
explained on the basis of

copolymer effects alone

.

2

39, 40

>

Varying the

lm±

of sulfonation and

thermal history alters the degree of crystallinity
which also affects
the glass transition temperature in polymers of this
type.

The complex

interaction of these variables then, must determine the behavior of
the
8

relaxation if it is correctly assigned.
A review of the

8

relaxation temperatures given in Table 4-3

suggests that they are very dependent on the crystallinities of the
samples studied.

In every case the T
g

was higher in the annealed film

than in the quenched film having the same sulfonation level.

imposed on the crystalline contribution to the
is

the copolymer effect.

it appears that

Q

Super-

relaxation temperature

Between samples HyPPS0 3 Na(2) and HyPPS0 3 Na (5)

the effect of the additional sulfonate groups outweighs
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the effect of the slight decrease in
crystallinity to cause higher
8

relaxation temperatures in the HyPPS0 Na(5)
material for both the
3

quenched and annealed cases.

Above 6.3% sulfonation however,
it is

seen that the temperature of the
of

6

relaxation is dominated by the effect

the decreasing crystallinity, as increasing
sulfonation results in

lower Tg values.

Due to the multi-phase nature of these
materials, no

clear-cut effect of cluster formation on the

8

relaxation temperature is

discernible.
The fact that the materials in this study exhibit a room
temperature

crystallization process was suggested as evidence that the glass transition of these systems is sufficiently below ambient temperatures.
8

The

relaxation temperatures recorded in Table 4-3 are, in some cases,

quite close to room temperature however.
results from the fact that the

This apparent contradiction

relaxation is related not to

8

a

true

amorphous phase glass transition but to the apparent glass transition
of a semi-crystalline system where Tg is altered significantly by the

degree of crystallinity.

From basic copolymer arguments alone, for

example, one would expect the Tg of sample HyPPSO^Na (20) to be higher
than that of sample HyPPSO^Na (2)
the

,

but such behavior is not displayed by

relaxations of these materials due to the role that crystallinity

6

plays in increasing the apparent Tg.

Thus while the Tg

f

s

of these ma-

terials would be considerably below room temperature if they were com-

pletely amorphous, crystallinity causes the values to be increased.
The crystals which form at room temperature then, increase the apparent

Tg's determined as the
v

f

relaxation.

8

relaxation temperatures.

Unlike the other dynamic mechanical relaxations
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observed in this study, the

y'

relaxation does not have an
analog in

the dynamic mechanical behavior of
polyethylene, hydrogenated
poly-

pentenamers, or other ionomer systems,

m

addition it displays no

definite trends in changing temperature
or magnitude as the level of

sulfonation and thermal history are altered.

Coupled with the fact

that these systems are known to contain
water as well as nitrogen, it
is not

possible to assign this relaxation to any
specific phase or

mechanism.

More study is necessary before this
task can be acequately

approached.
y relaxation.

on

The previous publications on hvdrogenated
poly-

oi

pentenamers^^ 1 and their derivatives bearing pendant

ionic grou ps 3,4,36

all have concluded that the y relaxation is a secondary
relaxation of

composite nature, involving both an amorphous and crystalline
component.
The results of this investigation suggest no reason to disagree
with

these conclusions, therefore the y relaxation observed in the dynamic

mechanical spectra of the HyPPSO^Na materials
the same mechanisms.

is

believed to arise from

The amorphous contribution is envisioned as

resulting from a "crankshaft" motion with three bonds between the stem
bonds of the crankshaft, after the Boyd-Breitling proposal,^ 1 while the

crystalline contribution is believed to result from motion around defects within the crystals. 25,42

Dielectric properties.

The extremely large increases in tan

6

and

e

f

values accompanying increases in temperature dominate the results of the
dielectric experiments.

Since these materials are known to possess

some absorbed water and to contain

a

small amount of nitrogen in an

undetermined form, the potential for both impurity ionic conduction and
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space charge localization at the
electrodes exists.

In addition the dy-

namic mechanical results suggest the
presence of a separate ionic

Phase in these systems, so the possibility
of Maxwell-Wagner absorption
is real as well. 43-45
Independent measurement of
conductivity

^

carried out, and the resulting correction
of

e»

^

values demonstrated

that this factor was making only a minor
contribution to the overall

dielectric loss measured, besides which
by d.c. conductivity.

e

values should be unaffected

'

These factors combine to suggest that
while im-

purity ionic conduction is playing a role in the
dielectric behavior of
these materials, it is not the most significant
component.

Drawing a

distinction between interfacial polarization which occurs
either at the
electrodes or on an occluded phase however,

is not readily accomplished.

As a result the source of the phenomenon observed in these
systems

cannot be determined absolutely.

Wagner effect will cause

e

f

It is known though,

values to increase only by

that the Maxwella

factor of about

2-4 if the occluded phase is spherical, 46 > 47 so attempts to explain the

observed behavior via the Maxwell-Wagner concept must assume that the
domains are non-spherical.

From Figure 4-10 it appears that

a

dipolar relaxation labelled

a is superimposed on the phenomenon we have just discussed.

The behavior

of this a peak correlates well with the behavior of the dynamic me-

chanical a relaxation since it increases in magnitude and decreases in

temperature with increasing sulfonation.

The presence of this peak in

the dielectric spectra of these materials and its behavior as

a

function

of sulfonate concentration are consistent with the assignment of the

mechanical a relaxation to an ionic phase mechanism.

To cite this
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dielectric peak as proof of the mechanical
assignment however is not
possible, since the known presence of
ionic impurities in these
systems
and the unknown origin of the large
increases in tan

6

£

and

e

'

dictate

that the dielectric results be
interpreted with caution.

On the basis of similar arguments
an assignment of the dielectric
8

peak is not suggested.

gion of the

6

The magnitude of the tan

^

values in the re-

peak, the fact that the magnitude of
this peak appears

to increase roughly in proportion to the
increase in sulfonate groups,

and the fact that the temperature of this peak
remains relatively con-

stant combine to suggest that it does arise from
an actual dipolar re-

laxation.

This peak is in the same temperature range as
the unassigned

mechanical

y'

two.

relaxation which might imply some relationship between
the

However the data are just not sufficient to propose

a

mechanism

for this apparent dielectric relaxation or a relationship
between it
and the mechanical y

1

process.

Conclusions

The DSC results for HyPPS0 Na materials demonstrate the existence of
3
low melting crystals which form when these materials are maintained at

room temperature.

The volume fraction of such crystals increases as the

degree of sulfonation is increased, but the melting temperature is un-

affected by the level of sulfonation

.

The higher melting crystallites

qualitatively obey the Flory equation for melting point depression

in

random copolymers.
The a relaxation observed by dynamic mechanical techniques is due
in part to an ionic phase mechanism.

The existence of this relaxation
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is suggested as evidence for the
presence of phase separated
clusters

in these materials.

The temperature at which the

8

relaxation occurs

is

found to result from the complex
interaction of crvstallinity and
ionic
group concentration.
The high tenperature phenomenon nresent
in the dielectric results
for these materials is believed to result
from an interfacial effect

either at the electrodes or on an occluded
phase.
made for the origins of the a and

6

No assignment is

relaxations observed dielectrically
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CHAPTER

V

DYNAMIC MECHANICAL AND DIELECTRIC
PROPERTIES OF PHOSPHONYLATED POLYPENTENAMERS
AND THEIR HYDROGENATED DERIVATIVES

Introduction

We have previously reported the phosphonylation
of polypentenamer
under reaction conditions which preclude modification
of the chain back-

bone by scission or cross linking. 1

The phosphonate groups can be ob-

tained as esters, acids, or salts; while the residual
double bonds in
the polypentenamer can be hydrogenated to yield a
crystallizable back-

bone.

In this study we have employed dynamic mechanical and
dielectric

relaxation techniques to investigate two series of phosphonylated polypentenamers, one bearing a 6.5 mole percent concentration of pendant
g-roups designated PP-P0(5)

;

and the other bearing an 11.1 mole percent

concentration, labeled PP-PO(IO)

.

Within each series the properties of

the methyl ester, acid, and cesium salt are investigated for both the

unsaturated polypentenamer and its fully hydrogenated derivative.

In

this manner the effects of the nature and concentration of pendant

ionic groups can be examined for polymers having the identical chain

backbone, and the contribution of backbone crystallinity to the relaxation behavior of these polymers can be studied.

The desired comparisons of this study are obscured somewhat by four
factors.

The first of these is the fact that quantitative conversion of

the ester groups to the desired acid, and of the acid groups to salt was

not possible.

Secondly, due

to

the large content of trans double bonds
132
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in the starting polypentenamer, a low
level of crystallinity is
present

even in the unhydrogenated materials.

Thirdly, in order to prepare

films of the unsaturated materials
suitable for dynamic mechanical testing, it was necessary to add a small
amount of dicumyl peroxide as a

crosslinking agent to these samples.

A fourth factor is that the

crystallizability of the hydrogenated backbone is
greatly affected by
the nature of the pendant groups, which
results in less clear-cut dis-

tinctions between substrate and crystallinity effects
with regard

to

relaxation behavior.
The dynamic mechanical results of this study are
consistent with
2-5
previous findings
while also offering evidence of differences. For
the unsaturated materials the concentration of the pendant
groups con-

siderably alters the temperature of the glass-rubber relaxation while
the nature of the substituent influences the broadness of the relaxation

The extended pseudo-plateau region which was observed with the acid and

salt derivatives of the unsaturated thioglycolate substituted poly-

pentenamers^ is also found in these samples but the enhanced magnitude
of the rubbery modulus of the salts is not observed.

The saturated

materials demonstrate the large impact of crystallinity on mechanical
properties while displaying noticeable effects due both

to

the nature

of the pendant groups and thermal history on the relaxation behavior.

The dielectric relaxation results are compatible with the dynamic

mechanical findings for both the unsaturated and fully hydrogenated
systems and aid greatly in the interpretation of the observed relaxations.

The evidence from this study is not sufficient to support the

proposed model suggesting microphase separation of the ionic groups
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into domains at the substituent concentration
levels studied. 2 4 ' 6
'

However, there is sufficient evidence to verify
the existence of some
type of structures which act as temporary crosslinks
for the acids and

salts.

Whether these structures take the form of
aggregates or phase

separated domains is not clear.

Experimental

Materials

.

The starting polypentenamer (PP) was kindly provided by

the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company.

It contains 82% trans and 17% cis

double bonds with fewer than 1% vinyl side groups.
averages are M

=«

r

94,000 and M = 172,000.
y

The molecular weight

Dimethyl phosphite (DMP) was

added to the double bonds by a dibenzoyl peroxide (BPO) initiated free
1

radical addition reaction described previously in detail."
was achieved with p-toluenesulfonyl hydrazide (TSH).

"

Hydrogenation

7

The methyl ester

was converted to acid by treating with gaseous hydrogen chloride in

various solvents.

The cesium salts were obtained from the acid through

reaction with a cesium hydroxide-methanol solution.

These reactions are

summarized as follows:

BPO

—KCH 2

)

3

CH = CH^- + HP0(0CH

PP

-{(CE

)

2 3

CH = CH^-f(CH

)

DMP

)

2 4

CH}^
PO(OCH 3 ) 2

PP-PO

»

3 2

(D
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H

PP-PO
(2)

PO(OCH 3 ) 2

HyPP-PO

HC1

PP-PO

H

*

-[(CH 2 ) 3 cH=aO^-[(cH ) -ai}—
2 A
n

HyPP-POH

PO(OH)

(3)

2

PP-POH

CsOH/CH 3 OH

> 4(CH 2 ) CH-a§
3

PP-POH

H2

irC(CH 2

)

4

-CH^-

n

> HyPP-POCs

(A)

PO(OCs) 2

PP-POCs

Characterization data for the samples investigated are collected in
Table 5-1.

Molecular weight studies carried out by GPC demonstrated no

evidence for crosslinking or backbone degradation.
The hydrogenated samples are compression molded into films suitable for measurement.

For dynamic mechanical testing the films were

prepared by preheating at 140 - 150°C. for
at 140 - 150°C. and 15,000 psi. for

annealed samples were placed in

a

7

5

minutes and then pressing

minutes under nitrogen.

vacuum oven at 80°C. for

3

The
days, while

the quenched samples were placed immediately into a dry ice-isopropanol

bath.

These samples were then stored under vacuum at room temperature

D
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TABLE 5-1

Characterization Data for Phosphonylated Polypentenaraers

Samole
PP
PP-P0(5)
PP-P0H(5)
PP-P0Cs(5)
PP-PO(IO)
PP-POH(IO)
PP-POCs(lO)

HyPP
HyPP-P0(5)
HyPP-P0H(5)
HyPP-P0Cs(5)
riyPP-PO(lO)

HyPP-POH(lO)
HyPP-POCs(lO)

a.

b.
c.
d.

Combined DMP a
(mole

°/

Tg °C. c » d

Tm °C. c d
11

95

-98
-74
-72
-70

100

-55
-54
-53

Jnn i

7af

o

6.5
6.5
6.5
11.1
11.1
11.1
0

6.5
6.5
6.5

11.1
11.1
11.1

i

r>n

»

131
107

95

90

108
103
93
94
95

Calculated from IR analysis and carbon analysis.
Percent ionization to pendant content calculated from titration.
Determined by DSC.
2° C.
All temperatures have error bounds of
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until studied.

The films for dielectric testing were
prepared in an

identical manner, except they were preheated for
15 minutes and pressed
for only 5 minutes

.

The unsaturated samples for use in dynamic
mechani-

cal testing were prepared by dissolving the
polymer sample in THF along

with 0.05 wt. percent of antioxidant (Santo White)
and 0.5 wt. percent
of dicumyl peroxide, which acts as a crosslinking
agent.

solution was then placed into a

2 cm.

This THF

x 3.5 cm. rectangular box fashion-

ed from teflon coated aluminum foil and the THF was
removed under vacuum
at room temperature.

The residue was washed with water and acetone

and then compression molded into a film by heating at 135°C. for
at 3000 lbs.

hour

1

The film was then dried under vacuum for 12 hours.

For

dielectric study the unsaturated polymers were prepared as films by
dissolving in THF containing 0.05 wt. percent of antioxidant relative
to

polymer and pouring this solution into an aluminum plate within a

vessel prepared from teflon coated aluminum foil.

The THF was evapor-

ated at room temperature by putting the sample under a vacuum of 20 mm.
for 1-2 hours, followed by reduction of the pressure to 5-6 mm. for
3-4 hours and finally further reduction to 0.1 mm. for 4-5 hours.

The

residue was washed with water and acetone and then dried under vacuum
for 12 hours.

Tnese aluminum supported films were then used for dielec-

tric measurements.

Measurements

.

Differential scanning caloriraetry (DSC) measurements were

carried out on a Perkin-Elmer Instrument, Model DSC II.

The scanning

speed was 10°C./min. in all cases, and cyclohexane and indium were used
as standards.

The temperature range scanned was -120°C. to 150°C.

The
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peak temperature of the melting endotherm was
taken to be the melting
point of the polymers.

Dynamic mechanical measurements were carried
out on a Vibron
Dynamic Viscoelastometer, Model DDV - II
Co.).

(

To yo Measuring Instruments

The temperature range was from -160° to
100°C. and the frequen-

cies employed were 3.5, 11, and 110 Hz.

range of

1 -

Samples were heated at a

2°C./min. under dry nitrogen.

Dielectric measurements were carried out using a General Radio
Capacitance Measuring Assembly of the transformer-ratio-arm bridge
type
(Model 1620 A), in conjunction with a three-terminal cell (Balsbaugh

Type LD-3) having 53 mm. diameter electrodes.

measurements were carried out at 0.2, 0.5,
temperature range -160° to 100°C.

1,

Capacitance and tan
2,

<$

and 10 kHz. over the

Temperature variation was achieved

by regulating the flow of dry nitrogen, chilled or heated as appropriate,

through the cell.

For temperatures above 30 - 40°C. heating was

accomplished by putting the cell inside two heating mantles.
perature was increased at a rate of

1

The tem-

- 2°C./min.

Results

The dynamic mechanical analysis of the PP-PO derivatives reveals

three relaxations.

The largest of these is believed to result from the

microbrownian-segmental motion accompanying the glass transition and is
labelled

8.

A sub Tg relaxation, labelled y, is observed for all of the

derivatives while a higher temperature relaxation, associated with
Figure 5-1

melting, is discernible in a few of the derivatives.
(a,

b and c)

shows the temperature dependencies of E

f

and E" for

j

.
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PP-PO(5), PP-POH(5), and PP-POCs(5) at 110
Hz with the three relaxation regions pointed out.

Of particular note is the extended
plateau

region in both PP-P0H(5) and PP-00Cs(5).

For the PP-P0(5) sample, E<

continued to drop and could not be measured
beyond the point displayed
in Figure 5-la.

This point was not reached with the PP-P0H(5)
sample

until a temperature of 78°C, while for PP-P0Cs(5),
no evidence for a

drop in E

'

occurred experimentally; unfortunately this experiment
was

terminated prematurely at 50°C.

In Figure 5-2 (a, b and c)

perature dependencies of E» and E" at 110 Hz for PP-PO(IO)
and PP-POCs(lO) are shown.

,

the tem-

PP-POH(IO)

,

Here the high temperature relaxation is no

longer detectable, but the acid and salt again display the extended
plateau.

As was the case with PP-P0(5)

drop for PP-PO(IO)
In Figure 5-3,

,

,

the value of E' continued to

and could not be measured experimentally beyond 16°C

the E' and E" values versus temperature for a 2.5 mole

percent concentration of the methyl ester of the phosphonylated polypentenamer, PP-PO(2.5), are shown.

This figure displays the high tem-

perature relaxation and shows no indication of a rubbery plateau region.

A summary of the dynamic mechanical relaxation data for the PP-PO derivatives is compiled in Table 5-2.

It is clear from these results

that the y transition is not affected by either the nature of the pen-

dant groups or their concentration.

given in Table 5-1 and the

6

For both the Tg's measured by DSC

relaxation observed mechanically, it is

seen that the concentration of pendant groups dramatically affects the

temperature at which the glass-rubber relaxation process occurs.

In

addition, while the nature of the pendant group has little effect on Tg
at lower pendant group concentrations, the broadening of the mechanical

a

.
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TABLE 5-2

Temperatures 3 of Transitions and
Relaxations in
Phosphonylated Polypentenamers (°C.
at 110 Hz.)

Sample

PP-PO(2.5)
PP-P0(5)
PP-PO(IO)
PP-P0H(5)
pp-poh(io)
PP-P0Cs(5)
PP-POCs(lO)

a.

b.

y (E")

-121
-124
-125
-120
-i2o
-120
-123

S (E")

-80
-46
-20
-47
-io
-52
-10

Melting

v ( t an &)

-5
-5

- 117

-

122
- 120
_ 12 q
- 120
_ 125

-1 23

-5
-

-5
-

All temperatures have error bounds of * 3°C
Taken as the midpoint in the E transition.
'

ft

(tan

'!?
"
,

™
is

"Jo
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6

relaxation and its occurrence at higher temperatures
for the 10 percent

acid and salt series indicates that at higher
phosphonate concentrations,

polar group interactions may be altering the
glass-rubber relaxation
mechanism.

Table 5-3 lists the weight percent crystalllnities
determined for
the hydrogenated samples used in this study.
of AH /AH
f

u

These represent the ratio

where AH is the experimental enthalpy of fusion and
AH
f

u

is

the enthalpy of fusion of the hypothetical 100% crystalline
polymer.
Due to the bulkiness of the phosphonate group it is reasonable to
assume
that these groups are completely excluded from the crystalline phase.

As a result, the value of aH

u

determined by the polymer-diluent technique

for fully hydrogenated polypentenamer

used.

,

evaluated as 59 cal/gm. 7 was

While this value is appropriate for an unsubstituted, fully hy-

drogenated polypentenamer crystal of infinite thickness, it might be
reduced if the crystals are small.

In addition, while the phosphonate

groups may be excluded from the crystal lattice, their presence at
the crystalline surface might distort the crystal lattice and thereby

reduce AJ^ further.

These two factors might contribute to the low

degrees of crystallinity determined for these samples.
The dynamic mechanical results for the HyPP-PO derivatives reveal
the complex and important role that crystallinity plays in determining
the mechanical properties of these polymers.

Figure 5-4a displays the

M
temperature dependence of the tensile loss modulus (E ) and tensile

storage modulus (E

1

)

at 11 &z for the quenched and annealed HyPP-P0(5)

series samples, while Figure 5-4b displays the same information for the
riyPP-PO(lO) samples.

Each of the samples displays three relaxation
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TABLE 5-3

Weight Percent Crystallinity of Hydrogenated
Phosphonylated Polypentenamer Films for
Rheovibron and Dielectric Study

Sample

Mechanical Film
Wt. % Crystallinity

Dielectric Film
Wt. % Crystallinity

HyPP-P0(5) A
HyPP-P0H(5) A
dyPP-P0Cs(5) A

42
37
33

HyPP-P0(5) Q
HyPP-P0H(5) Q
HyPP-P0Cs(5) Q

36
30

52

27

27

HyPP-PO(lO) A
HyPP-POH(lO) A
HyPP-POCs(lO) A

32
20
16

31
24
14

HyPP-PO(lO) Q
HyPP-POH(lO) Q
HyPP-POCs(lO) Q

19

28
20
12

14
12

52

45
33
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regions in its mechanical loss spectra.
a,

The relaxations are labelled

and y in order of decreasing temperature.

B,

It is significant

that the temperature of the a relaxation
increases about 5°C. in going

from the 5% series to the 10% series, even
though the crystalline

content decreases; Table 5-1 shows a 14°C.
decrease in T
n

The magni-

.

tude of the a relaxation is by far the largest
as is apparent from

the behavior of E» in this region.

For the 5% series the

8

relaxation

shows little effect due to the additional
crystallinity caused by

annealing; however, for the 10% series, where the weight
percent

crystallinity difference between the annealed and quenched samples
is
seen from Table 5-3 to be quite large, the magnitude of this

6

relaxa-

tion increases significantly as the degree of crystallinity decreases.

This would seem to indicate that the

amorphous phase.

8

relaxation originates in the

The Y relaxation cannot be specifically assigned to

either phase, though it does appear somewhat smaller for the 5% quenched
case than for the 5% annealed sample.

The position of this y relaxation

is independent of both pendant group concentration and crystallinity.

Table 5-3 shows that the difference in the weight percent crystallinity between the quenched and annealed HyPP-POH polymers is quite
small.

Nevertheless, the dynamic mechanical properties of these polymers

show a dramatic dependence on thermal history, especially with regard
to the positions of the relaxations.

temperature dependencies of
samples.

E'

Figures 5-5a and 5-5b show the

and E" for the four phosphonic acid

Each sample shows a high temperature a and a low temperature

in the midY relaxation, but the behavior of this polymer series

temperature range is quite unusual.

The magnitude of the high

.
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temperature a relaxation appears to depend
on the crystalline content
in the 5% series, but this dependence
is not as obvious for
the 10%

series.

The a relaxation temperature, however,
depends significantly

on thermal history and pendant group
concentration, as demonstrated by
the fact that the a transition temperature
for the 10% annealed sample
is about 20°C. higher than that of any
of the other HyPP-POH samples.

The position of the

transition peak varies greatly among these
four

6

polymers; occurring at ca. +5°C. for the 5% annealed
samples; -70°C. for
the 5% quenched case; at -30°C. for the 10% annealed
sample; and around

+10°C. for the 10% quenched species.

The y relaxation for all four

cases occurs around -120°C. and shows little dependence on
either

pendant group concentration or crystallinity.

The catastrophic de-

crease in the tensile storage modulus occurs in conjunction with the
a relaxation, as was the case with the esters.

Of particular note in

the E' behavior of these polymers is the precipitous E' decrease for

the 10% annealed sample, and the gradual but steady drop occurring in
E'

for the 5% quenched sample above the

6

relaxation temperature.

The mechanical spectra for the phosphonate cesium salts demon-

strate a much greater uniformity than is observed for the acids.

In

Figures 5-6a and 5-6b it is seen that all four of the salt samples display an a

,

6

and y relaxation in order of decreasing temperature, while

the 10% annealed cesium salt also displays a shoulder on the a relaxa-

tion at 70°C, labelled a'.

slightly between the
of the broad

B

5

The temperature of the a relaxation increases

and 10% series.

Both the magnitude and position

relaxation peak appear to be relatively independent of

pendant cesium salt group concentration and crystallinity, while the

.
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relaxation also appears to be
independent of these two variables.
The E' versus temperature curves
for these samples show the
major decrease in storage modulus again occurring
in conjunction with the
0 reY

laxation, except for HyPP-POCs(10)A,
where the major decrease in
E'
starts with the a relaxation, falls
moderately up to the temperature of
the a' peak, and then falls off more
rapidly.

A summary of the dynamic mechanical
relaxation behavior for all of
the HyPP-PO derivatives at 110 Hz is
given in Table 5-4.

The results

demonstrate the large effect that hydrogenation
of the polypentenamer
backbone has on the mechanical properties of these
materials.

The

ability of the hydrogenated backbone to crystallize
and the complex

interrelationship of crystallinity with pendant group nature
and con-

centration are the dominant factors controlling the mechanical
properties of these materials.

Unlike the unhydrogenated materials,

where the nature of the pendant group was of secondary importance relative to the pendant group concentration, the fully hydrogenated polymers

show a major dependence on both the nature and concentration of the

pendant groups, as well as a strong dependence on thermal history in
some cases.
The dielectric results for the unhydrogenated polymers must be

interpreted with caution because of the manner in which the films were
prepared.

Because of the rubbery nature of these materials, films of

reasonably uniform thickness could only be obtained by solvent casting
from THF.

Despite the care taken in washing and drying these films,

some of the results may be influenced by impurities which could be

easily retained in the polymer films.

The results are shown in
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TABLE 5-4

Temperatures 3 of Mechanical
Transitions and
Relaxations in Hydro genated
Phosphonylated PP's
(°C. at 110 Hz.)

S cimn
lift

1

p

X. V

Y

via

;

B

(

E ">

a(E")

«'(E")

<

tan

fij

(tan a)

(

tan
fi

HyPP
HyPP-P0(5) A
HyPP-P0(5) Q
HyPP-PO(lO) A
HyPP-PO(lO) Q

-120
-120
-120

HyPP-P0H(5) A
HyPP-P0H(5) Q
HyPP-POH(lO) A
HyPP-POH(lO) Q

-120
-118
-120
-118

-65
-25
20

HyPP-P0Cs(5) A
HyPP-P0Cs(5) Q
HyPP-POCs(lO) A
HyPP-POCs(lO) Q

-118
-118
-120
-116

-40
-35
-25
-25

a.

— ii
1 1 j
^

-3
-50
-40
-45
-45
15

80

-112
-123
-122
-122
-120

42
40
45
42
50
50

10

100

-60
-30
-40
-35

60
55
60
60

25

76
72

-55
-20

61

-122
-110
-120
-117

50
45
52
50

-115
-120
-117
-115

-20
-25
-18
-17

73

72

All temperatures have error bounds of * 3°C

30

80
75
70

55
70
70

)
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Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-7a displays the
plots of tan
6g versus temperature for the three PP-PO methyl
esters.
Tvo dielectric relaxations
are

displayed in these samples, both of
which ma y be correlated with
the
mechanical results. The high temperature
relaxation, labelled
in6
,

creases in temperature as the phosphonate
concentration increases.
Such behavior was also displayed by the
mechanical

B

transition,

suggesting that these two observed relaxations
may be of common origin.
The phosphonic acid substituted
polypentenamers show the dielectric

behavior displayed in Figure 5-7b.
ture

6

The position of the high tempera-

relaxation and its dependence on pendant group
concentration

suggest that it is related to the mechanical
gested in the case of the esters above.

6

relaxation, as was sug-

The dielectric
Y relaxation is

very small.
The PP-POCs samples give the dielectric results shown in Figure
5-7c.

The huge increases in tan

5

e

displayed in these plots could

result from a number of sources, including impurities, from the THF
used in solvent casting these films, retained in these materials by the
salt groups.

Ionic conductivity measurements were not made on these

samples; this too remains a possible explanation of the observed results.
The dielectric results for the hydrogenated materials give an

added perspective to the understanding of processes taking place in
these samples.

Figure 5-8 displays the temperature dependence of

for each of the four HyPP-PO samples.

resolved dielectric relaxations.

"
e

These polymers display two well

The high temperature relaxation,

labelled a, increases slightly in temperature in going from the 5% to
the 10% series, while its magnitude more than doubles.

The fact
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that these phosphonate esters
display a dielectrically
active a relaxation is of interest, since the
mechanical a relaxation is
thought
to

originate in the crystalline phase.

It is extremely unlikely
that

the phosphonate groups would be
incorporated into the crystal
lattice,
so the nature of both the dielectric
and mechanical a relaxations
could

well be more complex than the mechanical
spectra alone would seem to
indicate. The low temperature relaxation,
which we will call y, is
very broad and spans the temperature
range covered by both the
Y

relaxations observed mechanically.

3

and

It is possible that this di-

electric y transition results from an overlap
of the processes which
lead to the mechanical

S

and y relaxations.

It is worthwhile to note

that the dielectric y transition also broadens
further between the 5%

and 10% series.

Very little variation is evident in these
samples

between the quenched and annealed cases.

Table 5-3, however, illus-

trates the fact that there is only a very slight change
in the

crystallinity of these dielectric samples between the quenched and
annealed samples.
Figure 5-9 demonstrates that for the HyPP-POH polymers, thermal

history significantly affects the dielectric behavior of the 10%
series while having little impact on the dielectric behavior of the
5% series.

Two relaxations are observed in these polymers, a high

temperature a relaxation and a low temperature y relaxation.

The po-

sition of the a relaxation shifts greatly upon annealing when the
pendant phosphonic acid group concentration is around 10%, but it
appears independent of annealing for the 5% series.

The temperature

of the y relaxation is independent of both concentration and
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.
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crystallinity.
cases.

The magnitude of this relaxation
is very small for all

The differences in the dielectric
results for the acids rela-

tive to the esters seem to demonstrate
that the hydrogen bonding which

can occur in the former plays a major
role in the properties of these
materials
The dielectric relaxation behavior of
the Cs salts is summarized
in Figure 5-10.

In these HyPP-POCs samples three
dielectrically active

relaxations are evident.

The temperature of the Q relaxation
increases

both with increasing phosphonate concentration
and with annealing.
S

and Y

The

relaxations are both quite broad and their positions
show little

change between the
samples.

5

and 10% series or between quenched and annealed

The affect of thermal history on the a and

g

relaxation

magnitudes is unusual, in that it varies between the 5% series and
the
10% series.

The magnitude of the

y

relaxation, on the other hand,

appears to be totally independent of thermal history.

It appears that

the dielectric results successfully illustrate significant differ-

ences in the behavior of these cesium salt materials relative to the

methyl esters resulting from the ionic interactions among pendant groups

A summary of all of the dielectric results
5-5.

is presented in Table

These tabulated data demonstrate that among the hydrogenated

samples, only the cesium salts possess a dielectrically distinct

laxation.

The absence of a dielectric

ot

g

re-

relaxation in the PP-PO de-

rivatives is in keeping with what one would expect from the mechanical
results.

The fact that all of the hydrogenated samples display a di-

electric a relaxation while the unsaturated samples do not would seem
to indicate that while the dielectric a relaxation is probably not
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TABLE 5-5

Temperatures 3 of Dielectric
Transitions and
Relaxations in Substituted PP's

(°C. at 0.2 KHz

Sample
rP-PO(2.5)
PP-P0(5)
PP-PO(IO)
PP-P0H(5)
PP-POH(IO)
rr-rULS (5)
PP-POCs(lO)
HyPP-P0(5) A
HyPP-P0(5) Q
HyPP-PO(lO) A
HyPP-PO(lO) Q

Y(e")

-85
-76
-100
-97

a (e

-59
-27
20
-5

-

26

-98
-95
-80
-70

HyPP-POH(5) A
HyPP-POH(5) Q
HyPP-POH(lO) A
HyPP-POH(lO) Q

-105
-102
-100
-98

HyPP-POCs(5) A
HyPP-POCs(5) Q
HyPP-POCs(lO) A
HyPP-POCs (10) Q

-100
-97
-85
-85

a.

S(e")

48
L1

55
55
76
75
>

100
80

5

72

15
10
25

60
> 100
85

All temperatures have error bounds of - 3°C.
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caused by phosphonate groups in the
crystal lattice, it is definitely
related to the existence of the crystalline
phase.

Discussion

Unsaturated phosphonylate d polypentenamers

The study of the un-

.

saturated phosphonylated polypentenamers has
led

to several

significant

results concerning the effects of the nature
and concentration of pen-

dant groups on the properties of such
materials.
the temperature of the

3

The large increase in

relaxation with increasing phosphonate con-

centration regardless of the nature of the pendant
group has major significance.

In view of the fact that the methyl esters are
free of

hydrogen bonding or ionic effects, this demonstrates that
the copolymer
effect is the dominant factor affecting the
all three types of phosphonate groups.

erature of the E" - determined

3

6

relaxation temperature for

Table 5-2 shows that the temp-

relaxation increases 65°C. between

the starting polypentenamer and sample PP-PO(IO)

,

which contains just

over two phosphonate groups per 100 backbone carbon atoms.

For the

PP-POH(IO) and the PP-POCs(lO) samples, the E"

g

-

determined

relaxa-

tion is increased 75°C. over that of the starting polypentenamer, which
is only 10°C.

ester.

greater than that determined for the corresponding methyl

It seems evident from these results that while hydrogen bonding

on the part of the acids and ionic interactions on the part of the
cesium salts are playing a significant role in the properties of these
materials, the copolymer effect is the most crucial factor affecting
the temperature of the

3

relaxation, which, as will be pointed out

later in this discussion, is the glass transition in these materials.
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Figures 5-1 and 5-2 illustrate the
broadening that occurs in
the
E" curves in the region of the
0 relaxation in going from
ester to acid
to salt.
This broadening is much more
prominent in the 10% series
than
in the 5% series.
It has been observed that
increasing degrees of

crosslinking result in broadened
mechanical loss peaks, 8 but the
formation of phase separated domains
would also increase the breadth
of the relaxation process. 9-11
the

6

In addition tQ

^

increased breadth Qf

relaxation, the extended "rubbery plateau"
regions in both the

acid and salt derivatives indicate that
these materials act like cross-

linked rubbers, at least at short times.

It must be recalled that a

very small amount of dicumyl peroxide was added
as a crosslinking agent
to

these samples in the preparation of the films
used for mechanical

testing.

This was necessary to prepare stable films.

However, while

a crosslinking agent was added in the same
concentration to all of the

samples studied, only the acids and salts show the extended
rubbery
plateau.

This, along with the broadening observed in the

3

relaxation,

suggests that hydrogen bonds in the case of the acids and ionic interactions in the case of the cesium salts, are acting as temporary

crosslinks preventing the flow of polymer chains past one another.

From elementary rubber elasticity theory the equation for the equili-

brium modulus

E

where M

3p
—
RT

is the molecular weight of a network chain,

(5)

P

is

the polymer
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density, and E is the plateau
modulus; may be used to
gain some insight
into the effectiveness of these
hydrogen bonding and ionic
crosslinks.
The applicability of this equation
to the systems being
studied is rendered only semi-quantitative at
best because the experimentally
de-

termined plateau moduli are not the
equilibrium moduli, not all of the
pendant groups have been converted
to the respective acid
or salt, and
factors such as chain entanglements,
network imperfections and the

dicumyl peroxide induced crosslinks
cannot be taken into account.
Nevertheless, this equation provides a
point of departure for a relative comparison of the effectiveness
of the various substituents in
form-

ing crosslinks.

A summary of the observed and calculated
plateau moduli

is given in Table 5-6.

In every case the calculated modulus
is greater

than that observed experimentally.

Since a proper consideration of most

of the limitations cited above would only further
increase the calculated

moduli, it becomes evident that even though the
salt linkages do appear
to be somewhat more effective than those of the
acid groups, neither of

these substrates forms highly effective crosslinks.

In addition,

the

reinforcing effect commonly observed in ionomers and interpreted as re-

sulting from the microphase separation of ionic clusters 2

demonstrated in this system.

'

6

is not

These results certainly do not preclude

the existence of phase separated domains in these materials, but they

cannot be used to demonstrate their existence either.

The fact that the

esters show flow behavior while the acids and salts behave like cross-

linked rubbers, however, demonstrates that either crosslinks or
clusters due to hydrogen bonding in the case of the acids or ionic

interactions in the case of the salts, are playing a significant role
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TABLE 5-6

Experimentally Observed and Calculated
Plateau
Moduli for PP-POH and PP-POCs
at 325° K.

E'

-

Sample
JBPA£

PP-POH

(5)

PP-POH (10)

Experimental
(dynes/cm2)
2

"

8 x 10
iU 7

4.4 x 1Q 7

PP-POCs (5)

4 4 x iU
10 7

PP-POCs (10)

7.9 x 10 7

E

Calculated
(dynes/cm^)
7.8 x 10'7

13

x iq8

7.8 x 10

7
'

8
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in the properties of these
materials.

All of the unhydrogenated,
phosphonylated polypentenamer
samples
studied display a well-defined
mechanical
y

relaxation.

It has long

been known that three or more CH
2 units in sequence are necessary for
the appearance of a
12
y relaxation,
and it has been proposed in
previous
studies that the local motions of the
three methylene groups between
the double bonds account for the
y process observed in the unsubstituted
polypentenamers. 3 13 it seems likely that
this same mechanism explains
'

the mechanical y relaxation observed
in the phosphonylated series.

The

position of this relaxation remains unaffected
by either the nature or

concentration of the pendant groups, while its
magnitude is similarly
independent of these variables.

In addition, both thioglycolate and

cyano substituted polypentenamers exhibit identical
behavior in this
region, 2 ' 14 which further reinforces the proposal that
the mechanism

of the y relaxation involves segments of the polymer
apart from the pen-

dant groups.

The behavior of the dielectric
Y relaxation differs from that of
the mechanical y

relaxation in that the concentration and nature of the

pendant groups play a major role.

Only the methyl esters display a

dielectric y relaxation of significant magnitude.

This could well be

because hydrogen bonding in the case of the acids and ionic interactions
in the case of the salts, severely alter the effective dipole moments of

these pendant groups or seriously restrict their low temperature mo-

bility.

The mechanism of the mechanical y relaxation, on the other hand,

probably involves short range reorientations of backbone methylene groups
as well as motions including phosphonate side groups.
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Dynamic mechanical and DSC
results combine to demonstrate
that the
mechanical 3 relaxation is due
to the microbrownian
segmental motion
accompanying the glass transition.
The
me catastrophe
catastrophic Adecrease in the
tensile storage modulus at the
3 relaxation is the primary
evidence
that this relaxation does
correspond to the glass transition,
but
trends in the DSC-determined Tg's
and the dynamic mechanical
3 re-

laxation with phosphonate concentration
reinforce this assignment.

dielectric

3

The

relaxations of the esters and acids
correlate closely with

these mechanical

3

relaxations, suggesting that they
are the dielectric

analog to the glass transition.

The unusual dielectric results for

the PP-POCs samples preclude any
discussion of a dielectric

3

relaxa-

tion in these materials.

The mechanical a relaxation shown in the
5% materials is believed
to be due to the melting of the low level
of trans double bond-

containing crystals.

Table 5-2 shows that for pure polypentenamer

these crystals melt around 10°C.

However, the incorporation of phos-

phonate groups in the polymer backbone decreases the crystallinity

sulting in a melting point depression

to ca. -5°C.

,

re-

Perhaps the best

evidence to support this assignment of the a transition comes from

Figure 5-3, which shows E

'

and E" versus temperature for PP-PO(2.5).

is evident in this figure that E

1

It

decreases between -90°C. and -55°C,

increases between -55°C. and -40°C. and then decreases above -40°C.
Since this material was stored at room temperature and quickly cooled
at the start of the dynamic mechanical study, it is possible that trans

double bond-containing crystals formed during the rapid cooling process.
Then, during the dynamic mechanical study, once the experimental
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^

temperature was above the
glass transition
temperature
gtiu
the maximum melting
temperature Qf
dQubie bond _ containing
crystais
-re crystallization could occur,
existing crystals could
grow or
SmaU CryStallit
and subse q uently
recrystalli 2e into larger
crystallites. Any or all of
these factors could
account for the

^

~

-«

decreasing-increasing-decreasing behavior
of the storage modulus
and
would mean that the a relaxation
results fro. the

crystalline regions.

siting of these

Since no phosphonate groups
would be incorporated

into these crystals, no dielectrically
active a relaxation is observed.

Hydrogenated phosphonylated polyp en
^enagers

.

Complete hydrogenation of

the unsaturated linkages in the
phosphonylated polypentenamers leads
to materials with a random
distribution of phosphonate groups
attached

to a backbone resembling polyethylene.

The dynamic mechanical results

for the hydrogenated phosphonate esters,
Figures 5-4a and 5-4b

many ways resemble those of linear
polyethylene. 12

a

is present

relaxation which increases as the amorphous con-

centration increases and a y relaxation which appears
in nature.

in

An a relaxation

whose magnitude increases with increasing
crystallinity
in both, as is a

,

to

be composite

Closer study of these relaxations, however, shows that

they differ considerably from those in linear polyethylene.

The a re-

laxation temperature of the materials in this study increases in going
from the 5% to 10% series.

Crystallinity decreases in this direction,

however, and the polyethylene a relaxation decreases in temperature as
the crystallinity decreases.

In addition,

the crystalline a relaxation

of polyethylene based copolymers where the polar comonomer is excluded

I
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fro, the crystalline region
is not found to be
dielectricall y active,
but the hydrogenated phosphonate
esters show a well defined
dielectric
a relaxation.
A third consideration
involves the 3 relaxation.
Previous
studies on the dynamo mechanical
properties of both high-cis and
hightrans polypentenamers and
their hydrogenated derivative 3 ,13
S
clearly
demonstrate a large increase in
the temperature of the
3 relaxation
with increasing crystallinity
These 3 relaxations have been
assigned
.

to the microbrownian
segmental motion in the amorphous
phase accompanying

the glass transition.

For the unsaturated phosphonylated
polypentenamers

it is seen that the glass
transition temperature increases
greatly with

increasing phosphonate content.

Thus it seems logical to deduce
that

even higher glass transition temperatures
should be observed for the

phosphonylated derivatives as the double bonds
are hydrogenated and
segments of the polymer are incorporated into
polyethylene-type crystals.
If the 3 relaxation of the hydrogenated
phosphonate esters is assigned to

the glass-rubber relaxation, however, it is seen
that Tg decreases

about 40°C. in going from the unhydrogenated to the
fully hydrogenated
10% ester.

Thus it is apparent that polyethylene-type assignments for

the relaxations observed in these materials are not satisfactory.

The only relaxation present in the dynamic mechanical spectrum of
the hydrogenated phosphonate esters which occurs at a higher temperature

than the

laxation.

3

relaxation of the unsaturated phosphonate esters is the a re-

Assignment of this relaxation to the glass rubber relaxation

is supported by the facts that it correlates with the catastrophic

decrease in the storage modulus (not a necessary condition for Tg in a
semi- crystal line polymer), its position increases in temperature with
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increasing phosphonate concentration,
and it is dielectrically
active.
There are drawbacks to this
assignment, however. The
a relaxation
obviously increases in magnitude
with increasing crystalline
content,
which indicates that it cannot be
a true amorphous phase
Tg; it results
in a Tg/Tm ratio which is much
greater than 0.67; and it
gives no ex-

planation for the source of the

8

relaxation.

One approach which resolves the
conflicts mentioned above and is

consistent with the data is based on the
double glass transition

hypothesis of Boyer for semi-crystalline
polymers.

15 ' 16

This concept

visualizes two different and distinct
transitions arising from the

presence of different types of amorphous
material in semi-crystalline
polymers.

The lower of these is labelled Tg (L) and
appears identical

with the conventional Tg at zero crystallinity.

The magnitude of the

Tg(L) relaxation continually decreases as crystallinity
increases.

The

higher glass transition designated Tg(U), shifts to higher
temperatures
as the crystallinity increases.

The magnitude of Tg(U) is expected to

increase gradually with increasing crystallinity until a crystalline
fraction of 0.5, and then gradually decrease with further crystallinity.
The nature of the different types of amorphous material leading to each
of these transitions is not known for certain; though some concepts have

been suggested.
of the

ct

Nevertheless, this theory would suggest the assignment

relaxation as Tg(U) and the

8

relaxation as Tg(L).

assignments are quite speculative, they are based on

a theory

V/hile such

with some

experimental backing 16 and they are both reasonable and consistent in
view of the dynamic mechanical and dielectric results reported for the

hydrogenated phosphonate esters.
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The

y relaxation observed both mechanically and
dielectrically for

the hydrogenated phosphonate
esters is assumed, as it
was for the hy-

drogenated polypentenamers, 3,13
an amorphous component.

to

have both a crystalline
component and

The amorphous contribution
is envisioned as

resulting from a "crankshaft"
motion with three bonds
between the stem
bonds of the crankshaft, after
the Boyd-Breitling mechanism; 17
while
the crystalline contribution
is believed to
i_u
result
fm™ ™r
resuic rrom
motion occurring
around defects within the crystals. 18 ' 19
•

For the hydrogenated phosphonic
acid materials the already complex

HyPP-PO system is further complicated
by the prospect of hydrogen bond
formation. While the hydrogen bonding
mechanism for phosphonic acid
groups is not well understood, 20 it is
known that no free hydroxyl groups
are present and that the groups do
readily form hydrogen bonds.

The

dynamic mechanical and dielectric results
for this series of polymers

demonstrate an unusual dependence on phosphonate
group concentration and
thermal history.

The mechanical
Y relaxation can be assigned to the

same processes mentioned above for the HyPP-PO series
Y relaxation.

The

extremely small
y relaxation observed dielectrically correlates with the
dielectric results obtained for the unsaturated phosphonic acid
samples,
and would seem to be explained by a similar hydrogen-bonding type
of
argument.

The a and

3

relaxations seen mechanically in this series and

the dielectric a relaxation probably have the same origins as the

corresponding relaxations seen for the hydrogenated phosphonate esters;
however, there is a complex interrelationship of thermal history and

phosphonate concentration with crystallinity and hydrogen bonding which
is superimposed on the behavior of these processes,

thereby significantly
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altering the relaxation properties
of these materials.

For the 5%

series the dielectric results
show little impact of
thermal history
while the mechanical results
display a significant
difference between
the behavior of the quenched
and annealed samples.

For the 10% series,

both the dielectric and mechanical
results display
on thermal history.

a

marked dependence'

The experimental evidence
collected for the samples

in this series is not sufficient
to support a detailed
explanation of

the interactions leading to the observed
behavior.

indicate, however, that crystallinity

,

The evidence does

thermal history, phosphonate

concentration, and hydrogen bonding interact
in

a

complex manner to

dramatically alter the dynamic mechanical and
dielectric properties of
the hydrogenated phosphonic acid polymers.

The dynamic mechanical behavior of the cesium
salts shows some de-

pendence on thermal history, but not as much as the acids
showed.

This

is probably because the ionic aggregates formed in
the salts maintain

their integrity above the melting temperature while the hydrogen
bonds
in the acid do not.

The behavior of the mechanical

a,

8,

and y relaxa-

tions as phosphonate concentration and thermal history vary for these

salts is very similar to the behavior of the corresponding relaxations
in the hydrogenated phosphonate ester series.

This face would seem to

indicate that the assignments made for these relaxations in the case of
the esters are also reasonable for the salts, with the added complication
of ionic interactions taken into account.

Unlike the esters, however,

the 10% annealed salt sample displays a shoulder on the a relaxation at
70°C. which we have labelled a'.

It has previously been shown in the

study of ethylene-acrylic acid based ionomers 21x that the intensity of

,
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the small angle x- ra peak,
attributed to microphase
y
separated domains,
increases as the ionomer sample
is annealed.
Preliminary small angle

x-ray studies on these phosphonate
cesium salts indicate the
presence of
ionic domains. 22
addition, it has been suggested
that monovalent
salts should display a relaxation
in the temperature range
of 50 - 100° C .

m

which reflects the motion in ionic
clusters or domains. 23, 24

In view

of these facts it seems reasonable
to propose that the shoulder
at

70°C

labelled a', is due to the relaxations
within ionic domains.
The dielectric behavior of these
materials correlates well with
the mechanical results.

and y relaxations.

Both sets of data display well defined
a,

fl,

The dielectric y relaxation is assumed
to be similar

in origin to that observed for the phosphonate
esters, but the ionic

aggregates into which most of the salt groups are assembled
probably

result in either a reduced net dipole moment or greatly
restricted mobility of these groups, thus diminishing the magnitude of the
laxation.

The dielectric

6

Y re-

reflects the behavior displayed mechanically

in this region which we have speculated to be the result of the Tg(L)

process, after the theory of Boyer.

The dielectric a relaxation would

then be the result of the glass-rubber relaxation of Tg(U) material if

our assignments are correct.

It is significant to note that the di-

electric results for these salts show no clear-cut evidence to support
the proposed phase separated domain concept.

While in many ways consistent with the findings for low density

polyethylene modified with phosphonic acid groups^»25 an d its dimethyl
ester counterpart,^ the results of this study also offer substantial
differences.

The origin of these differences, however, probably lies

,
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both Wlth the dif£erent polymer
backbones

methods of polymer synthesis.

contrasang

Per the HyP P -Po
derivatives, the phos-

Phonate group is first added to
an unsaturated li„ k ln
the polypentenaaer
backbone by a free radical induced
reaction, and then the
regaining
unsaturation is reeved by hydrogenation
yielding a linear polyethylene
type of backbone. Por the
phosphonylated low density
polyethylenes
the phosphonate groups are added
by a free radical induced
substitution
using PC1 and 0 at 60°C. The
nature of this reaction is such,
3
2
how,

ever,

that substitution would be expected
to occur preferentially by

removal of tertiary hydrogens at the
various branch points followed by

addition of the pendant phosphonate group.

As a result, the polymers

being studied could be represented
schematically as follows

R

PO(OH)
2

where R is simply a hydrogen atom for the polypentenaraer reaction,
but
R is expected to be either an ethyl group, a butyl group, or a long side

chain for the LDPE samples.

The presence of a branch group a to the

phosphonate group would substantially affect the energy barrier

to

rota-

tion at this junction and could therefore significantly alter the re-

laxation behavior.

Conclusions

1.

In the unsaturated phosphonylated polypentenamers

,

the

.
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temperature o£ the glass
transltlon ta signlficantly

^^^^

increase

^

phosphonate concentration.

The „ ature o£

pendant

^

while affecting somewhat
the temperature o, the
glass transition, appears
to play only a minor
role
xe rexatxve
relative to
m ^
Q
the
copolymer
effect with regard

to Tg at the phosphonate
group concentrations
studied.

Hydrogen bonds in the
cne case of t-h
a acids
the
and ionic interactions
in the salts form temporary
crosslinks in the unsaturated
materials
which extend the rubbery plateau.
However, elementary rubber
elasticity
theory demonstrates that these
ionic crosslinks are not very
efficient.
2.

3.

The mechanical relaxations for
the hydrogenated phosphonylated

polypentenamers cannot be satisfactorily
explained by a modified polyethylene-type of relaxation behavior.
The double glass transition
theory of Boyer for semi-crystalline
polymers can satisfactorily explain
the observed relaxation behavior.
4.

The nature of the pendant groups is seen
to affect both the

mechanical and dielectric behavior of the
hydrogenated polymers in this
study.

In addition, the thermal history of the samples
substantially

affects the properties of the acids and moderately
affects those of the
salts in a manner which appears to be more than just the
result of in-

creased crystallinity
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CHAPTER

VI

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
In the course of this
investigation, .any questions
have remained

unanswered and several new questions
have arisen.

With regard to the

synthetic work, the mechanism of the
sulfation reaction is still not
clear.
An examination of these materials
by «c NMR should be able to

resolve questions concerning whether the
reaction yields alkene sulfonate or allyl sulfonate groups, whether
or not the reaction does occur

preferentially across cis double bonds, and whether
or not the sulfonate
groups are randomly spaced.

The upper limit of this sulfonation
reaction

has not been established and warrants investigation.

In addition the

source of nitrogen in the hydrogenated derivatives needs
to be determined.

Efforts to hydrogenate the sulfonated polypentenamers by
catalytic

techniques might also prove worthwhile.
One of the original goals of this investigation was the preparation
of sulfonated polypentenamers in the form of esters, acid, and salts;

yet the technique developed has succeeded only in preparing the sulfonate

salt derivatives.

Preliminary work with

a

Vilsmeier reagent, prepared

with DMF and oxalyl chloride, has allowed conversion of the sodium sulfonate groups to sulfonyl chlorides; but traces of crosslinking have

occurred as well.

Further study into this approach may allow the prep-

aration of polypentenamers bearing pendant sulfonyl chloride and sulfonate ester groups.

Such derivatives would provide a more efficient

and economical route for the preparation of salts with cations other

than sodium.
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The results of this investigation
suggest a critical concentrat
ion
of sulfonate groups at which
clustering occurs in the
unsaturated systems.
Additional examination of these
materials by techniques such
as
small angle x-ray scattering,
electron microscopy, and
neutron scattering should allow a determination
of whether this critical
concentration
actually relates to the formation of
clusters or simply to the level
at

which clustering begins to be manifested
mechanically.
The profound effect of water on the
properties of these materials

suggests several areas where additional work
is necessary.

vestigations which could be conducted include:

1)

Some in-

an attempt to com-

pletely remove water from these materials and an
examination of the
resulting properties,

2)

an effort to examine the effects of
small,

varying amounts of water on the mechanical and dielectric
properties,
and 3) an investigation into the water uptake and
diffusion properties
of these materials.

Ionomers possess unusual and interesting solution properties.
The wide range of materials which can be prepared by the sulfonation

reaction however, may allow the synthesis of actual polyelectrolytes
having the identical backbone as the less highly sulfonated derivatives,
As a result an investigation of the solution properties of the modified

polypentenamers over the entire range of sulfonation achievable should
prove most interesting.

Of particular interest should be the effect of

various solvent systems on the existence of aggregates or micelles in
solution.
The absence of convincing evidence for the existence of phase

separated ionic domains in the phosphonylated polypentenamers and their
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hydrogenated derivatives is somewhat
surprising in view of the behavior
of the thioglycolate and sulfonate
substituted systems. Attempts
to
understand this fact are needed.

More highly phosphonylated
materials

might exhibit the evidence being sought.

